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1   Grant access to SAP Signavio Process Intelligence

1 Grant access to SAP Signavio Process
Intelligence
Access to SAP Signavio Process Intelligence is granted via the SAP Signavio Pro-
cess Manager user management.

To make any changes in the user management, you must be a work-
space administrator.

To enable users to use SAP Signavio Process Intelligence, the SAP Signavio
Process Intelligence feature set has to be activated for them.

To enable users to use additional rights related to SAP Signavio Process Intel-
ligence, more feature sets are available.

Read more in section Manage access rights.
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2   What is SAP Signavio Process Intelligence?

2 What is SAP Signavio Process
Intelligence?
SAP Signavio Process Intelligence enables business users to run in-depth pro-
cess analysis. As a product of SAP Signavio's Business Transformation Suite,
SAP Signavio Process Intelligence can serve as a core facilitator of data-driven
change.

The processes that run in your organization continuously leave traces of data
behind in places such as your ERP and CRM systems. SAP Signavio Process
Intelligence is about analyzing this data to gain insights into the exact flow of your
processes.

2.1 Application scenarios

The following scenarios serve as examples for a SAP Signavio Process Intel-
ligence initiative:

o You manage some production facilities. Although they use the same equip-
ment, resources, and processes, some facilities are more productive than
others. You want to find out why that is the case and optimize operations
based on your findings.

o You run a customer service center. You notice that more and more cus-
tomers with apparently trivial problems are waiting very long for a response
from the support team. You need to find out why your support process is
going badly in these cases.

o You are a risk manager in a financial organization. In the past, rare cases
with risky transactions were overlooked. Now you want to identify such
cases before the transactions are carried out. Unfortunately, you don't have
the resources to identify cases with non-compliant behavior.

SAP Signavio Process Intelligence can be the solution for all scenarios. It is best
suited to evaluate process data according to your needs and gain deep insights
into your processes. For example, you can use it to do the following:
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o identify the root causes of poorly performing processes

o detect and visualize compliance violations

o monitor process performance and act on critical cases and performance bot-
tlenecks
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3   Get started with SAP Signavio Process Intelligence

3 Get started with SAP Signavio Process
Intelligence
1. Define your business challenge

Clearly define the business challenge you want to solve. To find examples
how SAP Signavio Process Intelligence can help answering your questions,
read more in section Application scenarios.

2. Create a process

When you open SAP Signavio Process Intelligence for the first time, you
need to create a process. In a process, process data and related invest-
igations are stored. Read more in section Create a process.

3. Upload your data

To deliver actionable insights, SAP Signavio Process Intelligence needs
your process data. For that, upload your event and case data to the pro-
cess. Read more in section Connect and upload data.

4. Analyze the process

Use SAP Signavio Process Intelligence's intuitive investigation view to ana-
lyze your process data. Read more in section Analyze process data.
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4   Connect and upload data

4 Connect and upload data
You provide process data for the analysis of a business process. For example,
process data is case and event data.

4.1 Identify process data

There are two common approaches to process data identification:

o based on a process

Define the beginning and end of your process and identify all tasks and
events in between.

o based on business objects

Identify business documents involved in the process and track their life
cycle. For example, business documents can be orders and invoices.

Once the scope of the data is determined, extract the data from your applications
and provide it to SAP Signavio Process Intelligence.

4.2 Provide process data

To provide process data, you create a process in SAP Signavio Process Intel-
ligence and upload the data to it.

For the data upload, you have the following options:

o Manually upload process data which is available as CSV or XES files

o Integrate data with ETL which extracts data from a data source

o Use the API to upload process data which is available as XES files

4.3 Process data volume

A workspace administrator can see the number of processes, cases, and events

in the data store. This information is displayed when hovering over in the All

processes overview.
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4.4 Next steps

Prepare a process

Provide data as files

Provide data with ETL data pipelines

SAP Signavio Process Intelligence API

4.5 Prepare a process

This section explains the following:

o How to create, edit, configure, and delete processes

o How to define and grant access to the process data with data views

o How to grant access to a process with roles

4.5.1 Create a process

You need the feature set for process creation in SAP Signavio Process
Intelligence to use these functions. A workspace administrator can
enable this feature set for you.

To create a process, follow these steps:

1. Open SAP Signavio Process Intelligence.

The All process overview opens.

2. Click New process.

The page for process creation opens.

3. Enter a process name and confirm with Create.

The process is created and the settings page opens. You can configure the
process now or later.

Continue with configuring the process and providing process data to it.

4.5.1.1 Next steps

Process settings
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4   Connect and upload data

Provide data as files

4.5.2 Process settings

In the process settings, you configure your process.

You can do the following:

o Provide data to your process and manage it

o Create and manage the access token that is used to access a process using
the API

o Create custom attributes that can be used for widget configuration

o Define in data views which process data users can view

o Manage the users of a process and their access rights

o Add metrics to a process and customize them

The settings available to you depend on the role your have been
assigned for the process. Read more in section Roles and user man-
agement.

4.5.2.1 Open the process settings

To open the process settings, follow these steps:

1. Select your process from the All processes page.

The investigation page opens.

2. In the sidebar, click Process settings.

The settings page opens. The settings are described below.

4.5.2.2 Data

Here, you can do the following:

o provide data to your process

o view and delete data that has been uploaded

o define how to merge data of multiple uploads

o delete a process
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Provide process data

To be able to run an investigation, you need to provide data for your process. You
have the following options:

o Upload process data as files. Read more in section Upload process data
files.

o Link a data model. A data model defines how to extract data from a data
source with an ETL data pipeline. Read more in section Manage data mod-
els.

View and delete uploaded data

You can check or delete the data that has been uploaded to a process under
Event log history:

o To view imported data, click View imported data.

o To delete imported data, click and confirm. Read more in section

Delete process data.

Set the merge strategy

Define how to process existing and new data when uploading more or new data
to a process. Read more in section Set the merge strategy for data uploads.

Delete the process

Read more in section Edit and delete a process.

4.5.2.3 API

Create and manage the access token of the process. With the access token, you
can connect to a process using the API, for example to upload process data.
Read more in section Manage API access to a process.

On this page, you also find the following information:

o Process ID: ID of your process

o Tenant ID: ID of your workspace

o Upload Endpoint: endpoint to upload files using API requests

You find supported API requests in section SAP Signavio Process Intelligence
API.
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4.5.2.4 Custom attributes

When you configure a widget, you can use the attributes from the event log to spe-
cify what data is displayed. In addition to the attributes in the event log, you can
create your own attributes for event-level investigations.

You have the following options:

o Event-count attributes: Attributes that count events.

o Duration attributes: Attributes that measure the duration between two
events.

Read more on widget creation in section Add widgets to an investigation.

Create event-count attributes

Follow these steps:

1. Click New attribute > New event-count attribute.

2. In the Add custom event-count attribute dialog, do the following:

o In the Name field, enter a name for the custom attribute.

o From the Event names list, select one or more events you want to
count.

3. Click Save to save the custom attribute. The new attribute is added on the
Custom attributes page and can be used in your investigations.

Create duration attributes

Follow these steps:

1. Click New attribute > New duration attribute.

2. In the Add custom attribute dialog, do the following:

o In the Name field, enter a name for the custom attribute.

o Under Type, select whether to use an event or an attribute for both the
first and the last event.

o From the First event list, select either an event from the list or enter
the attribute supposed to be the start point of the calculation.
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o From the Last event list, select either an event from the list or enter
the attribute supposed to be the end point of the calculation.

o For events, use the option to determine whether the first or last occur-
rence of the event should be used for the calculation.

3. Click Save to save the custom attribute. The new attribute is added on the
Custom attributes page and can be used in your investigations.

4.5.2.5 Data views

Define which process data is accessible to users. Read more in section Define
access to process data with data views.

4.5.2.6 Users

Grant users access to the process. You can assign them roles and data views.
Read more in section Roles and user management.

4.5.2.7 Next steps

Analyze process data

Provide data with ETL data pipelines

4.5.3 Edit and delete a process

You need the feature sets for process creation and process editing in
SAP Signavio Process Intelligence to use these functions. A work-
space administrator can enable these feature sets for you.

Edit a process

To edit a process, follow these steps:

1. Select the process in the All processes overview.

The process opens.

2. You can apply changes to the following aspects:

o Process settings

o Investigations, read more in section Manage investigations
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Delete a process

Deleting a process can't be undone.

To delete a process, follow these steps:

1. Select the process in the All processes overview and click Process set-
tings.

The settings page opens.

2. Click Delete process.

3. Confirm all options in the dialog and click Delete process.

The process is deleted, including investigations and uploaded process data.

4.5.3.1 Next steps

Process settings

Manage investigations

4.5.4 Set the merge strategy for data uploads

If a process already has data and you want to upload more or new data, you need
to specify how new and existing data is processed. This is done with the merge
strategy.

To set the merge strategy, follow this step:

o Click Merge strategy and choose an option.

The following options are available:
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Overwrite Incoming event data completely overwrite the existing event
data.

Update
and
append

Existing events that match with an incoming event on case ID,
event name, and timestamp are replaced.

Incoming events without a match are appended.

Append Default option

All incoming event data are appended to the existing event
data.

This can result in duplicate events.

The merge strategy is set.

The merge strategy applies only to event logs.

For the upload of case attribute logs, the following applies:

o The merge strategy doesn't affect the upload of case attribute logs.

o When you upload a new case attribute log, data is added to the existing
data.

o When you upload additional case attribute logs, data is replaced for existing
case IDs.

4.5.4.1 Next steps

Analyze process data

4.5.5 Define access to process data with data views

In a data view, you define access to process data in detail and grant it to specific
users.

By default, no data view exists and the complete process data is visible. If more
than one data view exists, analysts can select the data view to be used for the
investigation.
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For widgets and investigation that users can view in other applications, like SAP
Signavio Process Collaboration Hub, these users need to be added to a data
view.

You need the manager role for your process to use this function.

4.5.5.1 Create a data view

Follow these steps:

1. Select the process on the All processes overview and click Process set-
tings.

The settings page opens.

2. Under Data views, click Add data view.

The data view configuration page opens.

3. On the What is visible tab, select the data to hide. To do so, hover over a
column header and click an option:

o Filter: Limit the data set in this column. The filter options depend on
the data type.

o Hide: Hide the data of this column completely.

4. On the Who can see tab, specify the users who will have access to the
data.

5. Confirm with Save.

The data view is created and is effective immediately.

4.5.5.2 Edit a data view

If insights exist for a data view, changes to the data view aren't applied
to the existing insights. So, the data snapshot is still visible to anyone
with access to the data view. If you want to restrict a data view, we
recommend to create a new data view and re-assign the users. Read
more on insights in section Capture or generate insights.

To edit a data view, follow these steps:
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1. Select the process on the All processes overview and click Process set-
tings.

The settings page opens.

2. Under Data views, click the data view you want to change.

The data view configuration page opens.

3. Apply your changes.

4. Confirm with Save.

Changes are applied immediately.

4.5.5.3 Delete a data view

When you delete a data view, the following applies:

o Investigations created in this data view are also deleted.

o The users added in this data view will lose view access to the invest-
igations.

Deleting a data view can't be undone.

To delete a data view, follow these steps:

1. Select the process on the All processes overview and click Process set-
tings.

The settings page opens.

2. Under Data views, click the data view to delete.

The data view configuration page opens.

3. Click Delete View.

4. Confirm all options and click Delete Data View.

The data view is deleted.

4.5.5.4 Next steps

Roles and user management
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4.5.6 Roles and user management

Access to a process is controlled with roles.

To grant other users access to your process, you assign a role to them. The role
determines whether a user can access the complete data set or only view an
investigation.

A role can be assigned to users and user groups. A user can have a different role
for each process. The users and user groups from the SAP Signavio user man-
agement are available for the role assignment. Read more in section Manage
users and groups.

4.5.6.1 Roles

The following roles exist:
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Role Description

Manager

Users with the manager role have access to the complete data
set in the process. They can do the following:

o add and delete process data

o add users to the process

o remove users from the process

o delete a process

o add data views

o create, edit, and delete investigations

o export and import investigations

o add metrics to a process, edit and delete them

o create and manage the API access token for the process

o set up and manage data pipelines

Dedicated feature sets are available for the work
with data pipelines. Read more in section ETL
feature sets.

Analyst

Users with the analyst role can only access the process data that
has been determined for them in a data view.

On this data set, they can create, edit, and delete investigations.

Analysts can't edit data views.

Consumer

Consumers can only view investigations and widgets in SAP Sig-
navio Process Collaboration Hub and SAP Signavio Process
Manager.

They can't edit the defined data set or any data view.

The following applies:
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o The user who creates a process is automatically given the manager role.

o Every process must have at least one manager.

o SAP Signavio Process Manager administrators have access to all pro-
cesses in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence. Even if an administrator is
assigned the analyst or consumer role for a process, they can access all
data and settings.

4.5.6.2 Grant access to a process

To grant access to a process, you add a user or user group to a process and
assign a role.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the process in the All processes overview and click Process set-
tings.

The settings page opens.

2. Under Users, click Add user.

3. Enter the name of the user or user group you want to add.

4. Select a role.

5. For analysts or consumers, select one or more data views. Managers can
see and analyze all data views, by default.

6. Confirm with Save.

The selected users can now access the process data or view the invest-
igations, depending on their role.

4.5.6.3 Remove access to a process

Follow these steps:

1. Select the process in the All processes overview and click Process set-
tings.

The settings page opens.

2. Under Users, select the user or user group you want to remove from the pro-
cess.
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3. In the side menu, click Remove user.

The user is removed and can no longer access the process.

4.5.6.4 User group 'All SAP Signavio Process Intelligence users (default)'

Users with a license for SAP Signavio Process Intelligence are automatically
added to the group All SAP Signavio Process Intelligence Users (default).

This group is a transitional measure to reduce disruption for existing users. It
exists only in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence and is not part of the SAP Sig-
navio user management. The group provides users with unrestricted access to
processes created prior to August 14, 2019. New license holders are added to
this group automatically. For processes created after August 14, 2019, the group
can't be added. These newer processes are only visible to users who have been
given access.

When you remove this group from a process, the process is only visible to users
who have been given access.

o If you create data views for processes created before August 14,
2019, anyone has access as long as the All SAP Signavio Pro-
cess Intelligence Users (default) is listed as a user.

o When you don't have the manager role and remove All SAP Sig-
navio Process Intelligence Users (default), you lose access to
the process.

o The group can only be removed and not added to processes.

4.5.6.5 Next steps

Visibility of embedded widgets

Define access to process data with data views

4.5.7 Manage API access to a process

You need the manager role for your process to use this function.

You can connect to a process using the API, for example, to upload data to a pro-
cess. For that, you need to create an access token.
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An access token is created for each process and is thus valid only for this one pro-
cess.

4.5.7.1 Create an access token

Follow these steps:

1. Open your process.

The investigation overview opens.

2. Click Process settings > API.

3. To create an access token, click New token.

The access token is created. To copy it to the clipboard, click .

4.5.7.2 Renew the access token

When you renew the access token, the existing access token is replaced by a
new one. Applications or features using the previous access token can no longer
access the process.

The previous access token can't be restored.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your process.

The investigation overview opens.

2. Click Process settings > API.

3. To renew the access token, click Renew token.

The previous access token is replaced by a new one. To copy it to the clip-

board, click .

4.5.7.3 Invalidate the access token

When you invalidate the access token, the existing access token is deleted.
Applications or features using the access token can no longer access the pro-
cess.
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The deleted access token can't be restored.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your process.

The investigation overview opens.

2. Click Process settings > API.

3. To invalidate the access token, click Invalidate token.

The access token is deleted.

4.5.7.4 Next steps

SAP Signavio Process Intelligence API

Roles and user management

4.6 Provide data as files

This section explains how to upload process data that is available as files.

4.6.1 Upload process data files

For the upload of your process data files, the following applies:

o When using zipped CSV or XES files, each zipped file can only contain one
file.

o To update the data in your process, upload new files. You can't edit
uploaded data.

o Process data is only uploaded in full. If the upload fails at any point, no data
is uploaded at all.

Read more on supported files types in section Data file types.

4.6.1.1 Upload CSV files

Follow these steps:
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1. Select the process on the All processes overview and click Process set-
tings.

The settings page opens. The Data tab is displayed by default.

2. If data has already been uploaded to this process, you can select a merge
strategy. Read more in section Set the merge strategy for data uploads.

3. Drag your file to the import area or click browse to select the file.

The import settings dialog opens.

4. You can change the log type and the parsing properties. To do so, follow
these steps:

1. Click File properties.

The dialog with detected file properties opens.

2. Apply your changes.

3. Confirm with Continue.

5. Assign a data type to each column. To do so, select the data type from the
drop-down list in each column header. Consider the details in the following
sections:

o Event log

o Case attribute log

o Data types

6. Confirm with Import.

The CSV file is uploaded and you're redirected to the process settings page.

Event log

For the upload of event logs, the following applies:

o SAP Signavio Process Intelligence detects the mandatory columns Case ID,
Activity, and End Timestamp and checks if the data has the required qualities.

o For other columns, a data type is suggested. Accept the suggestion or
select a different type.

o For columns with timestamps, select a format or enter your own.
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Case attribute log

For the upload of case attribute logs, the following applies:

o If SAP Signavio Process Intelligence doesn't detect the mandatory columns
of an event log, you're asked to select the mandatory columns in the data
set or to change the log type.

o A data type is suggested for all columns. You can accept the suggestions in
bulk or select different types.

Data types

These data types are available for the data upload:

Choice For columns that contain multiple options, for example different sup-
pliers or locations.

You can group choice data, for example in a bar chart.

Text For text attributes only shown in the case table, for example free text
fields which exist only once in the data set.

Data formatted as text can't be used for grouping.

Number For numbers that aren't currencies

Currency For monetary values

Date
time

For dates and time not in a timestamp format

Also specify the format. To do so, select a format or enter your own.
Read more in section Timestamp notation and formats.

Ignore For column data you don't want to upload

Timestamp notation and formats

The following notation is used:
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Notation Description Example

YYYY year 1970 1971 ... 2029 2030

MM month 01 02 ... 11 12

DD day of month 01 02 ... 30 31

HH hour 00 01 ... 22 23

mm minute 00 01 ... 58 59

ss second 00 01 ... 58 59

SSS millisecond 000 001 ... 998 999

Z UTC offset -07:00 -06:00 ... +06:00
+07:00

T or space char-
acter

separator between date and time inform-
ation

T: 2021-05-07T09:04:07

space: 07.05.2021
09:06:34

The following formats are available:

Format Example

YYYY-MM-DDTHH:mm:ss 2021-05-07T09:04:07

YYYY-MM-DDTHH:mm:ss.SSS 2021-05-07T09:04:16.300

YYYY-MM-DDTHH:mm:ssZ 2021-05-07T09:04:44+02:00

YYYY-MM-DDTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ 2021-05-07T09:05:02.516+02:00

YYYY-MM-DD HH:mm:ss 2021-05-07 09:05:18

YYYY-MM-DD HH:mm:ss.SSS 2021-05-07 09:05:55.029

YYYY-MM-DD HH:mm:ssZ 2021-05-07 09:06:05+02:00

YYYY-MM-DD HH:mm:ss.SSSZ 2021-05-07 09:06:20.383+02:00

DD.MM.YYYY HH:mm:ss 07.05.2021 09:06:34

DD.MM.YYYY HH:mm:ss.SSS 07.05.2021 09:06:43.235

4.6.1.2 Upload XES files

Follow these steps:
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1. Select the process on the All processes overview and click Process set-
tings.

The settings page opens.

2. If data has already been uploaded to this process, you can select a merge
strategy. Read more in section Set the merge strategy for data uploads.

3. Drag the file to the import area or click browse to select the file.

The XES file is uploaded directly.

4.6.1.3 Upload status

Under Process settings > Data > Event log history, you can check the status of
uploaded logs.

The following statuses are available:

o Processing: Currently an upload or a deletion is running.

o Import settings missing: The file cant' be uploaded until you assign a data
type to each column. To complete the upload, click Import settings.

o File not imported: The file upload failed. Hover over to get more

details.

o Deleted: This process data has been deleted from the process.

4.6.1.4 View uploaded data

To view uploaded process data, open Process settings > Data and click View
imported data.

4.6.1.5 Next steps

Data file types

Delete process data

4.6.2 Data file types

The following data file types are supported:

o XES

o CSV
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o ZIP (CSV or XES)

o GZ (CSV or XES)

4.6.2.1 XES files

XES files contain all data from a process.

4.6.2.2 CSV files

CSV files contain either an event log or a case attribute log.

Each log type needs to be uploaded as a separate file.

Event log

This log contains the core properties of all events that occurred during the spe-
cified process.

The following applies:

o The event log is mandatory for a process investigation.

o For each event, the event log must contain the following columns:

o Case ID: The unique identifier of the case to which an event is
assigned. This ID can occur multiple times, as there can be multiple
events per case ID.

o Activity: The name of the event, for example Invoice received.

o End Timestamp: Date and time when the event was finished. The
timestamp format must be the same for all timestamps in a column.

o In the mandatory columns, each cell must contain a value in the expected
data format.

o The event log can have more attribute columns. These attributes always
refer to one event.

o The optional columns can contain empty cells.

o All entries of an attribute column must have the same data format.

Example of an event log:

Case ID;Activity;Timestamp

100430031000112060012015;Create FI invoice by vendor;2021-01-12T00:00:00.000

100430031000112060012015;Post invoice in FI;2021-01-08T14:26:02.000
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100430031000112060012015;Clear open item;2021-02-12T23:59:59.000

Case attribute log

This log contains properties that provide more details about the cases. Properties
can be, for example, invoice due date, customer type, user name, country, order
amount, or type of goods.

The properties apply to a case in general, and aren't related to specific events.

The following applies:

o The case attribute log is optional for a process investigation.

o It must also contain the Case ID column.

o Every row includes the case ID because the attributes in the other columns
are related to a specific case.

o Each cell in the case ID column must contain a value in the expected data
format. Other columns can contain empty cells.

o All entries of an attribute column must have the same data format.

Example of a case attribute log:

Case ID;invoice duedate;invoice value;material group

100430031000112060012015;2021-04-06T14:32:37.000;175.38;A001

100430031000112070012015;2021-06-10T06:45:38.000;0.41;

100430031000112080012015;2021-06-19T14:48:50.000;0.20;

4.6.3 Delete process data

To delete process data, you have the following options:

o Delete a process

o Manually delete data from a process

o Use the API to delete uploaded data from a process, read more in section
SAP Signavio Process Intelligence API

4.6.3.1 Manually delete data from a process

Deleting process data can't be undone.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select the process on the All processes overview.

The process opens.

2. In the event log history on the Data tab, click for the log to delete and

confirm.

The data is deleted.

4.6.3.2 Next steps

SAP Signavio Process Intelligence API
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5 Provide data with ETL data pipelines
With ETL data pipelines, process data from source systems is regularly extracted
and loaded into a process. So, process analysts can always investigate latest rep-
resentations of your processes.

ETL stands for extract, transform, and load. An ETL data pipeline extracts data
from a source, transforms it, and loads it into a process.

This section explains the following:

o What is required for the setup of ETL data pipelines

o How to set up and manage an ETL data pipeline

o What system connectors and data transformation templates are available

o How to create and manage data sources and data models

o How to define the extraction and the transformation of data

5.1 Concepts

Business process

This is the process which you want to analyze, in your organization.

When you set up an ETL data pipeline, you model the business process in
the data model.

Business object

This is an artifact in the business process. A business object, for example a
lead, consists of events and attributes.

Event

Events represent activities for a specific business object, for example the
creation and qualification of a lead.

Attribute

Attributes represent a characteristic of an event on event-level or case-
level. For example, the name of the person that created a lead is an attrib-
ute on event-level. The ID of that person is an attribute on case-level.
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5.2 Requirements for ETL data pipelines

This section describes the requirements for the setup of data pipelines.

5.2.1 Set up and work with data pipelines

You can only manage data pipelines if the following requirements are met:

o You have a license for SAP Signavio Process Intelligence.

o Your workspace administrator has activated the ETL feature sets for you,
read more in section ETL feature sets.

o You have the manager role for the process into which you want to load
extracted data, read more in the sections Prepare a process and Roles
and user management.

o You have SQL knowledge to customize the transformation scripts.

5.2.2 Connectors and data transformation templates

All connectors for source systems and all data transformation templates are avail-
able by default for users with the feature set ETL - Superuser role.

5.2.3 ETL feature sets

The ETL feature sets are only available on request. Please contact our
SAP Signavio service experts on the SAP ONE Support Launchpad.

Once the ETL features sets are enabled, workspace administrators have access
to the ETL feature sets by default.

For other users, workspace administrators need to enable the ETL feature sets in
the SAP Signavio Process Manager user management.
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Feature set Description

ETL - Super-
user Role

Users have the complete set of rights.

They can view the data sources, the data model, and the con-
figuration of the extraction and transformation, including the data
transformation templates.

They can do the following:

o Create and manage data models

o Create and manage integrations

o Create and manage data sources

ETL - Ana-
lyst Role

Users can't access the data sources or the configuration of the
extraction and transformation.

They can only view the list of tables and fields from the integ-
ration.

ETL -
Reader
Role

User can't access the data sources and the data models.

They only have read-only access to the data model.

Read more on user management in section Manage access rights.

5.2.4 Source systems

Source systems must meet the following requirements:

o The source system data is modeled as data tables.

o The source system can run SQL queries with the JDBC driver.

In addition, requirements that are specific to source systems and data trans-
formation templates can apply. Find connector requirements in section Con-
nectors for data pipelines, and template-specific requirements in section Data
transformation templates.
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5.3 Set up and run an ETL data pipeline

To set up an ETL data pipeline, follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the requirements are met, read more in section Requirements
for ETL data pipelines.

2. Create a data source. If you want to select a data source that exists, you
can skip this step.

Read more in section Manage data sources.

3. Create a data model and set it up.

Read more in section Create a data model.

You can use a template to accelerate data model creation, read more in sec-
tion Use data transformation templates.

When setting up the data model, you perform the following tasks:

o Define what data to extract in an integration, read more in the sections
Set up the data extraction and Link an integration.

o Define how to transform the data and map it to business objects, read
more in section Define the transformation.

o Link a process into which to load transformed data, read more in sec-
tion Link a process.

4. When the data model is set up, you can run the pipeline. Read more in sec-
tion Run the complete ETL data pipeline.

Data is extracted, transformed, and loaded into the process which is linked
in the data model.

5. You can monitor the pipeline execution, read more in section Monitor
pipeline execution.

5.4 Manage data sources

For each ETL data pipeline, you need to specify from where to extract the data.
For that, you set up a data source and link it with your data model.

A data source can contain the following:
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o Credentials and connection parameters for accessing a source system that
is hosted in a cloud or on-premises environment

o A link to an on-premises extractor in case of a source system hosted in an
on-premises environment

o Raw process data uploaded manually as zipped CSV files

A data source can be used by multiple data models.

5.4.1 View available data sources

To get an overview over existing data sources, open the All processes page and
go to Manage data > Data Sources.

The following options are available:
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Create Create a new data source

Type to search

To filter data sources in card view, click .

You have the following options:

o To type to search a filter option or select a filter option from a list,

click .

o To sort data sources by ascending or descending order, click

or on a filter option.

o To clear all active filters, click .

An active filter applied on the card view is indicated by .

An active filter applied to a filter option is indicated by .

Show data sources as cards. Data sources are grouped by source sys-
tems.

To edit or delete a data source, click and choose the cor-

responding option.

Show data sources as a table.

You have the following options:

o To sort data sources by ascending or descending order, click

or in the table header.

o To type to search or select a filter option from a list, click .

o To edit or delete a data source, click and choose the cor-

responding option.

An active filter on a table view column is indicated by .
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New data
source

Create a new data source

Type to search

Show data sources as tiles. Data sources are grouped by source
systems.

To edit or delete a data source, click and choose the cor-

responding option.

Show data sources as a table.

You have the following options:

o To sort data sources by name, click or in the table

header.

o To type to search, click .

o To edit or delete a data source, click and choose the

corresponding option.

Filter data sources either by on-premises or by cloud systems.

5.4.2 Create a data source

You can create a data source for the following:

o a web-hosted system

o a locally hosted system

o raw process data that you upload manually

Find a list of source system to which you can set up connections in section Con-
nectors for data pipelines.

5.4.2.1 Connect to a web-hosted source system

Follow these steps:
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1. On the All processes page, click Manage data.

2. Select Data Sources and click Create.

The data source creation dialog opens.

3. Enter a name for the data source.

4. Select the source system from the following categories:

o Enterprise Systems

o Cloud Storage / Warehouse

o Database

o Other

5. Click Create.

The data source is created and the settings dialog opens.

6. Enter the credentials to your source system.

7. Depending on the source system, you can add connection parameters.

8. Confirm with Save.

The data source is set up. You can link it to an integration.

5.4.2.2 Connect to a locally hosted source system

Read more in section Connect to on-premises systems.

5.4.2.3 Upload process data as CSV files

You can only upload process data as zipped CSV files.

Requirements and considerations

The following requirements and considerations apply:

o A ZIP file can contain one or more CSV files.

o Uploaded files are organized in directories. You can upload one or more ZIP
files to a directory. The data from all files in a directory is converted into one
table.

o Column names mustn't contain special characters. Only characters from the
character class [A-Za-z] are valid for column names.
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o If your spreadsheet file has more than one sheet, create a CSV file for each
sheet.

o To separate data values, use the comma. Any other delimiter doesn't work.

o In the process data, don't add an uneven number of quotation marks, for
example "okay string",12421,"not ok"ay string",456.

o In the process data, each row must have its own unique identifier. Other-
wise when you extract the data, duplicate rows will occur.

o Timestamps have to be imported as varchar fields and then be converted to
timestamps in the transformation script.

o Ensure that data doesn’t contain control characters. These characters
aren’t printable and won't display during screen sharing sessions.

o Ensure columns don't contain trailing backslashes.

To upload data as CSV files, follow these steps:

1. On the All processes page, click Manage data.

The data model overview opens.

2. On the Data Sources tab, click Create.

The dialog for selecting a source system opens.

3. Enter a name for the data source.

4. Under Select a source system, select the Other category then select
Manual upload and click Create.

The data source is created and the file selection dialog opens.

5. To add data, drop your files on the dialog or click Upload files to select the
files.

6. To upload more files, drop them on the dialog or click .

7. Set the data type for each column. To do so, click Configure table.

The table settings open.

8. Select the data type from the drop-down lists for each column.
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9. Confirm with Save.

The data source is set up. You can link it to an integration.

5.4.2.4 Next steps

Set up the data extraction

5.4.3 Revalidate credentials

If something has changed in the source system, for example if the user password
has been changed, the data source can no longer connect. You need to reval-
idate the credentials then.

Invalid data sources are highlighted in red.

To revalidate the credentials, follow these steps:

1. On the All processes page, click Manage data.

The data model overview opens.

2. On the Data Sources tab, click for the invalid data source and select

Edit.

The settings dialog opens.

3. To reconnect using the existing credentials, click Revalidate.

4. If the connection succeeds, confirm with Save.

If the connection fails, enter valid credentials and confirm with Save.

The credentials are validated and the data source is highlighted in green.

5.4.4 Edit and delete data sources

5.4.4.1 Edit a data source

You need to confirm changes to a data source by re-entering the pass-
word. Because of that, the data source is marked as invalid as soon as
you start editing a data source.

Follow these steps:
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1. On the All processes page, click Manage data.

The data model overview opens.

2. On the Data Sources tab, click for the data source you want to update

and select Edit.

The settings dialog opens.

3. Click for the field you want to edit.

4. Enter the data and confirm with Enter.

5. To save the changes, click Save.

6. Re-enter the password and click Submit.

The changes are applied to the data source.

5.4.4.2 Delete a data source

Deleting a data source that is linked to a data model breaks the integ-
ration. Then, data can no longer be extracted.

Deleting a data source can't be undone.

Follow these steps:

1. On the All processes page, click Manage data.

The data model overview opens.

2. On the Data Sources tab, click for the data source you want to delete

and select Delete.

A confirmation dialog opens.

3. To confirm deletion, confirm in the dialog and click Delete.

The data source is deleted.
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5.5 Connect to on-premises systems

Only the beta version of this feature is available. Read more in section
About beta versions.

You can extract data from a source system that is hosted in your company's envir-
onment.

5.5.1 Authentication

Authentication between the on-premises extractor and the ETL bridge is handled
through the ID and the secret of the extractor. Both parameters are passed as
request headers for every request done by the on-premises extractor. The para-
meters are configured when connecting the on-premises package on the server
with the on-premises extractor in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence, read more
in section Set up the connection to an on-premises system.

5.5.2 Encryption

The secret is used to authenticate the on-premises extractor instance when con-
necting to the ETL bridge.

The authentication process is as follows:

1. The on-premises extractor uses the secret to get a temporary encryption
key.

2. The on-premises extractor uses the temporary encryption key to encrypt the
ID, and the result passes as another HTTP header.

3. The original secret is used to decrypt the authentication header and if it can
match the decrypted value to the ID, then the authentication is successful, if
not, it's denied.

5.5.3 Certificates

Certificates aren’t used when connecting an on-premises extractor and the ETL
bridge.
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5.5.4 On-premises server requirements

Before setting up an ETL on-premises connector in SAP Signavio Process Intel-
ligence to your on-premises server, the following requirements and configuration
is required.

5.5.4.1 Hardware

o A server, for example Azure machine, AWS EC2 or GCP instance; or a vir-
tual machine

o > 50 GB of free disk space

o 16 GB of RAM

5.5.4.2 Software

o 64 bit Java JDK 11

o 64 bit Windows 10 or later, Linux or MacOS 11 or later, recommended are:

o Ubuntu 18.04 LTS or later

o Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7

o SUSE Enterprise Linux (SLES) 12 or 15

o Oracle Linux 6 or 7

o Microsoft VC ++ (Windows servers only)

Server configuration

o The server is located in the same network as the source system so that it
can reach the system with data.

o The firewall allows access through the following IP addresses:
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SAP Signavio workspace is hosted in IP addresses

Europe
3.33.194.113

15.197.210.108

Australia
15.197.160.99

3.33.176.107

United States
15.197.195.116

3.33.199.117

o The HTTPS traffic to the IP addresses needs to be allowed on TCP port
443.

o Specific latency requirements don't apply.

Proxy server configuration

The following requirements must be fulfilled:

o The proxy server allows inbound and outbound access to the IP addresses
mentioned above for the ETL bridge.

o The proxy server allows inbound and outbound access to the server.

o On the server, the following parameters must be added to the configuration
in the config.env file:

o PROXY_HOST = <hostname> - The host of the proxy server.

o PROXY_PORT = <port> - The port of the proxy server.

5.5.5 Set up the connection to an on-premises system

Specific steps in your on-premises system and SAP Signavio Process Intel-
ligence are required for the setup. Before setting up your connection to an on-
premises system there are component descriptions you need to know before
implementing the connection.
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5.5.5.1 Components Overview

The following table provides a description of each component used when con-
necting to an on-premises system:

Component Description

data source

In SAP Signavio Process Intelligence, you set up a data source
for ETL data pipelines to specify from where to extract the data.
For example, a data source contains credentials and connection
parameters for accessing a source system.

You need to create at least one data source for each on-premises
extractor. Read more in section Manage data sources.

on-premises
extractor

The on-premises extractor is a configuration in SAP Signavio Pro-
cess Intelligence. It is used to connect to the on-premises pack-
age. The on-premises extractor itself needs to be connected to a
data source.

You need to set up an on-premises extractor for each on-
premises package.

on-premises
package

The on-premises package is a software package enabling data trans-
mission from the source system to SAP Signavio Process Intelligence.
You need to install the package on the server.

on-premises
system

This is the source system that stores your business process data, for
example SAP. Your company hosts the source system in an on-premises
environment.

proxy server
To provide an additional security layer for communication with the server,
you can use a proxy server. The configuration of the proxy server is
handled by the customer.

server

The server is a physical or virtual server on which you install the
on-premises package.

The server needs to be located in the same network as the source
system so that it can reach the system with data.

5.5.5.2 Connection steps

The steps are as follows:
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1. Set up a server and optionally a proxy server.

Both servers need to meet the requirements listed in section On-premises
server requirements.

2. Prepare access to your source system.

Follow these steps:

SAP systems

To provide access to your SAP system, follow these steps:

1. In your SAP system, install a custom RFC function. Read more in
section RFC function module.

2. Get the SAP credentials for the connector. Read more in section
ETL connector - SAP ERP or ETL connector - SAP HANA.

Other source systems

To prepare access to your source system, get the source system cre-
dentials for the connector. Read about the source system credentials in
section Connectors for data pipelines.

3. Download the on-premises package.

Follow these steps:

1. Open SAP Signavio Process Intelligence and go to Manage data >
On-premises Extractors.

The overview of on-premises extractors opens.

2. To download the on-premises package, click .

The file is saved to your browser's download folder.

4. Install the on-premises package on the server.

Follow these steps:
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1. Unzip the on-premises package.

2. Save the unzipped package to the server. You can save the file any-
where on the server.

5. Create an on-premises extractor in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence.

Follow these steps:

1. Open SAP Signavio Process Intelligence and go to Manage data >
On-premises Extractors.

The overview of on-premises extractors opens.

2. Click Create.

The creation dialog opens.

3. Enter a name and confirm with Create.

The extractor is created.

6. Connect the on-premises package on the server with the on-premises
extractor in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence.

Follow these steps:

1. Open SAP Signavio Process Intelligence and go to Manage data >
On-premises Extractors.

The overview of on-premises extractors opens.

2. To copy extractor parameters, click > Copy Parameter to Clip-

board for the extractor you want to connect.

3. Go to the on-premises package on the server and open the file con-

fig.env with any text editor.

4. Paste the extractor parameters and save the file.

5. Run the start script:
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o start.bat for Windows users

If you receive an "On prem connector extraction
issue with FileNotFoundException, hadoop not set"
error in the terminal after running start.bat script,
install the latest version Microsoft VC++ to resolve
this error.

o start.sh for Linux and Mac users

6. Open the overview of on-premises extractors in SAP Signavio Pro-
cess Intelligence and check in the Status column whether con-
necting was successful.

7. Create a data source and link it with the on premises extractor.

Follow these steps:

1. Open SAP Signavio Process Intelligence and go to Manage data >
Data Sources.

The data sources overview opens.

2. Click Create.

The creation dialog opens.

3. Enter a name for the data source.

4. Select the source system from the following categories:

o Enterprise Systems

o Cloud Storage / Warehouse

o Database

o Other

5. Click Create.

The data source is created and the settings dialog opens.

6. Enter the credentials that you have prepared at the beginning.
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7. Activate This datasource connects to an on-premises system and
select the on-premises extractor you have created.

8. Confirm with Save.

The data source is created and linked with the on-premises
extractor.

The connection is set up. You can set up data models using this data
source.

5.5.5.3 Next steps

Create a data model

Edit and delete on-premises extractors

Update the on-premises package

5.5.6 Update the on-premises package

We provide new versions of the on-premises package through the user interface.
To see whether an update is available, go to Manage data > On-premises
Extractors. If a newer version of your on-premises package is available, this is

indicated with in the Version column.

To update the on-premises package, follow these steps:

1. Download the on-premises package.

Follow these steps:

1. Open SAP Signavio Process Intelligence and go to Manage data >
On-premises Extractors.

The overview of on-premises extractors opens.

2. To download the on-premises package, click .

The file is saved to your browser's download folder.

2. Install the on-premises package on the server.
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Follow these steps:

1. Unzip the on-premises package.

2. Save the unzipped package to the server.

3. Connect the on-premises package on the server with the on-premises
extractor in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence.

Follow these steps:

1. Open SAP Signavio Process Intelligence and go to Manage data >
On-premises Extractors.

The overview of on-premises extractors opens.

2. To copy extractor parameters, click > Copy Parameter to Clip-

board for the extractor you want to connect.

3. Go to the on-premises package on the server and open the file con-

fig.env with any text editor.

4. Paste the extractor parameters and save the file.

5. Run the start script:

o start.bat for Windows users

o start.sh for Linux and Mac users

6. Open the overview of on-premises extractors in SAP Signavio Pro-
cess Intelligence and check in the Status column whether con-
necting was successful.

The updated on-premises package is set up.

5.5.7 Edit and delete on-premises extractors

5.5.7.1 Edit an on-premises extractor

An extractor can't be edited. You need to create a new extractor for changes,
read more in section Connection steps.
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5.5.7.2 Delete an on-premises extractor

Deleting an extractor can't be undone.

Follow these steps:

1. Open SAP Signavio Process Intelligence and go to Manage data > On-
premises Extractors.

The overview of on-premises extractors opens.

2. Click > Delete for the extractor you want to delete.

A confirmation dialog opens.

3. Confirm in the dialog and click Delete.

The on-premises extractor is deleted.

5.5.7.3 Next steps

Set up the connection to an on-premises system

5.6 Connectors for data pipelines

The connectors connect the source systems to SAP Signavio Process Intel-
ligence.

We provide connectors for the source systems listed below.

5.6.1 About beta versions

For some connectors we provide only the beta version.

When you use a beta connector, the following applies:

o Unexpected errors can occur.

o A beta connector can have limited performance compared to a generally
available connector.

o Once a connector is generally available, you may need to re-configure your
ETL data pipelines.
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o We can replace one beta connector for another one.

o We might deactivate the connector.

If you would like to provide feedback on beta connectors, please contact our
Product and Consulting teams.

5.6.2 List of connectors

The following connectors are available:

Source system Version

AWS Athena Full

AWS S3 Full

Elasticsearch Full

Google BigQuery Full

Infor Beta

Jira Full

Microsoft SQL Server Full

MySQL Full

OData Full

PostgreSQL Full

SAP ECC Full

SAP HANA Full

SAP SuccessFactors Full

ServiceNow Full

SnowFlake Full

5.6.3 ETL connector - AWS Athena

Stage Released

Technology Behind AthenaJDBC42-unsigned

Version 2.0.16.1000

5.6.3.1 General overview

Connects to an AWS S3 bucket via Athena.
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Credential Description

AWS Access Key ID Your AWS account access key. You access this value
from your AWS security credentials page.

AWS Secret Access Key Your AWS account secret key. You access this value
from your AWS security credentials page.

AWS Region The hosting region for your Amazon Web Services.

S3 Bucket The name of the S3 bucket, for example test-bucket.

Schema No validation.

Athena Workgroup
Work group of the executed queries. No val-
idation. Optional field.

Extra Connection Arguments
Timeout: The value in seconds until the timeout error
is thrown, canceling the operation, for example 10 for
a timeout after 10 seconds.

5.6.3.2 Current limitations

o When you use this connector, do not extract the columns c_key and c_fetch-

date as these are internally created from the connector itself.

o No validation: This field can't be validated when testing the connection. The
validation won't detect any errors related to information provided in this
field. If the information in this field isn't correct, the operations will fail later
on, for example preview, extract, even if the validation is successful.

5.6.4 ETL connector - AWS S3

5.6.4.1 General overview

Connects to an AWS S3 bucket and extracts CSV, TSV, or TXT files.
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Credential Description

AWS Access Key ID Your AWS account access key. You access this value
from your AWS security credentials page.

AWS Secret Access Key Your AWS account secret key. You access this value
from your AWS security credentials page.

AWS Region The hosting region for your Amazon Web Services.

S3 Bucket The name of the S3 bucket, for example test-bucket.

Delimiter Character Character that separates the columns in the CSV,
TSV, or TXT file.

5.6.4.2 Current limitations

o All files must be in the S3 bucket root directory.

o If there are two files with the same name but different extensions, the
adapter picks one of them. Note that schema.ini won't configure the table for
the duplicate files (NAME).

o File names must be unique. The file extension must match with the delimiter
set up in the data source.

5.6.4.3 Customize the schema discovery process

To customize the driver behavior when discovering the schema of the files, add
the file schema.ini in your bucket in the same location where all the files exists. In
the schema.ini file you can specify the format of a text file you want to model as a
table and you can also define the columns of the table. The driver uses a defin-
ition in schema.ini if one exists and the file name otherwise to report the table.

Define tables in schema.ini

Any section in schema.ini must begin with the file name including the file extension
enclosed in square brackets.

Example:

[InvoicesFile.txt]

Specify, if the file contains headers

With the ColNameHeader property, you can specify whether the file contains a
header or not.
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Example:

ColNameHeader=True

Specify the file format

You can set the Format property to the format of the file. The following values are
possible:

o CSVDelimited

o TabDelimited

o Delimited (custom character)

For example, the following is equivalent to CSVDelimited:

Format=Delimited(,)

By default, TXT files are processed as CSV files with headers.

Specify the format of Date/Time/Datetime fields

The DateTimeFormat property can be set for date, time, and datetime type columns.
All standard formats are supported.

Example 1:

DateTimeFormat=M/d/yyyy

Example 2:

DateTimeFormat=yyyy-M-dTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ

Define columns

There are two ways to define columns based on the fields in your text files:

o Define the column names in the file's first row, the header row. When you
connect to an AWS S3 bucket, the driver determines the data type.

o Define the column number, name, data type, and width in schema.ini.
Columns defined this way override columns initially accepted from the
header row. You can ignore a file's header row by specifying ColNameHead-

er=False in the file's section in schema.ini.

To define a column in schema.ini, use the following format: Coln=ColumnName
DataType [WidthWidth]

Example:
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Col2=A Text Width 100

If you set a column to a fixed length, it is mandatory to define the width of each
column as well (see above).

Example for schema.ini

[Jerrie's travel expense.csv]
ColNameHeader=True
Format=Delimited(,)
DateTimeFormat=M/d/yyyy
Col1=Date Text
Col2=A Text
Col3=B Text
Col4=C Text
Col5=Total Text
Col6=Date Text
Col7=D Text
Col8=E Text
Col9=F Text
Col10=G Text
Col11=rate numeric

[invoices.csv]
ColNameHeader=True
Format=Delimited(,)
DateTimeFormat=d/M/yyyy
Col1=id numeric
Col2=invoicedate date
Col3=total numeric

5.6.4.4 Supported data types

The following data types are supported:

o boolean

o date

o time

o datetime

o decimal

o double

o tinyint
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o smallint

o integer

o bigint

o float

o string

o text

o longtext

o char

o varchar

o nvarchar

5.6.5 ETL connector - Elasticsearch

Stage Released

Technology Behind cdata.jdbc.elasticsearch.jar

Version 20.0.7711.0

5.6.5.1 General overview

Connects to Elasticsearch v2.2.0 and above via the REST API.

Credential Description

API Key The APIKey used to authenticate to Elasticsearch.

API Key ID The APIKey ID to authenticate to Elasticsearch.

Host The host name or IP address of the Elasticsearch
REST server.

Port The port for the Elasticsearch REST server.

Extra Connection Arguments
Timeout: The value in seconds until the timeout error is
thrown, canceling the operation, for example 10 for a
timeout after 10 seconds.
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5.6.6 ETL connector - BigQuery

Stage Released

Technology Behind cdata.jdbc.googlebigquery.jar

Version 20.0.7662.0

5.6.6.1 General overview

Connects to version 2.0 of the BigQuery Web services API.

Credential Description

Project ID Your Google Cloud Platform Project ID.

Service User Key You can download the Service key from a Google Ser-
vice Account.

Extra Connection Arguments
Timeout: The value in seconds until the timeout error
is thrown, canceling the operation, for example 10 for
a timeout after 10 seconds.

5.6.7 ETL connector - INFOR

Stage BETA

Technology Behind infor-compass-jdbc.jar

Version 2020-09

5.6.7.1 General overview

Connects to INFOR.

Credential Description

API Credentials Json Your AWS account access key. You access this value
from your AWS security credentials page.
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5.6.8 ETL connector - Jira

Stage Released

Technology Behind cdata.jdbc.jira.jar

Version 20.0.7662.0

5.6.8.1 General overview

Connects to Jira.

Credential Description

Username The user account used to authenticate to the Jira data-
base, for example john.doe.

Password The password used to authenticate the user.

Enterprise URL The URL to your Jira endpoint, for example https://jir-
a.acme.com/.

Extra Connection Arguments
Timeout: The value in seconds until the timeout error is
thrown, canceling the operation, for example 10 for a
timeout after 10 seconds.

5.6.9 ETL connector - Manual CSV upload

Stage Released

Technology Behind cdata.jdbc.csv.jar

AthenaJDBC42-unsigned

Version 20.0.7593.0

2.0.16.1000

Before uploading CSV files using the manual CSV upload connector, there are
certain requirements and considerations for CSV files. Read more in section
Upload process data as CSV files.
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5.6.9.1 General overview

Once the data is uploaded, it gets parsed via the CSV CDATA driver and then the
data source is backed by an AWS Athena database for the ETL extractor to read
data from it.

5.6.9.2 Current limitations

The TIME column type is not supported.

5.6.10 ETL connector - Microsoft SQL Server

Stage Released

Technology Behind cdata.jdbc.sql.jar

Version 20.0.7520.0

5.6.10.1 General overview

Connects to the TDS protocol to the following systems:

o SQL Server versions 2008, 2012, 2014, 2016, and 2019

o Azure SQL Server

o Azure Data Warehouse instances

Credential Description

Username The user account used to authenticate to the SQL
Server database.

Password The password used to authenticate the user.

Host The name of the server running SQL Server.

Port The port of the MS SQL Server.

Database The name of the SQL Server database.

Extra Connection Arguments
Timeout: The value in seconds until the timeout error is
thrown, canceling the operation, for example 10 for a
timeout after 10 seconds.
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5.6.11 ETL connector - MySQL

Stage Released

Technology Behind cdata.jdbc.mysql.jar

Version 20.0.7662.0

5.6.11.1 General overview

Connects to MySQL version 5.0 to 8.0.

Credential Description

Username The user account used to authenticate to the MySQL
Server database.

Password The password used to authenticate the user.

Host The name of the server running MySQL Server.

Port The port of the MySQL Server.

Database

The name of the MySQL Server database.
Default databases:

o mysql

o information_schema

o performance_schema

o sys

Extra Connection Arguments
Timeout: The value in seconds until the timeout error is
thrown, canceling the operation, for example 10 for a
timeout after 10 seconds.

5.6.12 ETL connector - Open Data Protocol

Stage Released

Technology Behind cdata.jdbc.odata.jar

Version 20.0.7587.0
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5.6.12.1 General overview

This adapter connects to OData 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 services. The OData web-
service needs to support $select queries as follows:

GET /Accounts?$select=accountid HTTP/1.1

If this isn't supported, the OData webservice won't be able to select individual
fields from a table or entity.

5.6.12.2 Authentication

When configuring an Open Data Protocol ETL connector, two authentication
methods are available:

o Basic

o OAuth

OAuth 1.0 isn't supported.
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Basic authentication

Credential Description

Username The user account used to authenticate to the OData database.

Password The password used to authenticate the user.

Service Root URL to the organization root or the OData services file, for
example http://MySite/MyOrganization.

Extra Connection
Arguments

o Timeout

The value in seconds until the timeout error is
thrown, canceling the operation, for example 10 for a
timeout after 10 seconds.

o AuthScheme

The scheme used for authentication. Accepted
entries are:

o NONE

o BASIC

o DIGEST

o NTLM (for Windows AD authentication)

o NEGOTIATE (for Kerberos authentication)
o CustomUrlParams

Custom query string parameters that you want to
include in the request (URL encoded), for example:

o field1=value1&field2=value2&field3=value3

o company=MyCompany

o SSLServerCert

The certificate that you want to accept from the
server when connecting using TLS/SSL.

o CustomHeaders

Set a custom HTTP header. The headers must be
the following format, "header: value", for example:

o “Prefer: odata.maxpagesize=1000”
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OAuth authentication

Credential Description

OAuth Client Id The OAuth Client Id used to authenticate to the OData database.

OAuth Client Secret The OAuth Client Secret used to authenticate the OAuth Client
Id.

Service Root URL to the organization root or the OData services file, for
example http://MySite/MyOrganization.

OAuth Access Token
Url The OAuth Access Token Url used to retrieve access token.

Extra Connection
Arguments

o Timeout

The value in seconds until the timeout error is
thrown, canceling the operation, for example 10 for a
timeout after 10 seconds.

o CustomUrlParams

Custom query string parameters that you want to
include in the request (URL encoded), for example:

o field1=value1&field2=value2&field3=value3

o company=MyCompany

o SSLServerCert

The certificate that you want to accept from the
server when connecting using TLS/SSL.

o CustomHeaders

Set a custom HTTP header. The headers must be
the following format, "header: value", for example:

o “Prefer: odata.maxpagesize=1000”

5.6.13 ETL connector - PostgreSQL

Stage Released

Technology Behind cdata.jdbc.postgresql.jar

Version 20.0.7662.0
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5.6.13.1 General overview

Connects to PostgreSQL databases version 7.4 and later.

Credential Description

Username The username used to authenticate to the Post-
greSQL database.

Password The password used to authenticate the user.

Host The host name or IP address of the server.

Port The port number of the PostgreSQL server.

Database The name of the PostgreSQL database.

Extra Connection Arguments
Timeout: The value in seconds until the timeout error is
thrown, canceling the operation, for example 10 for a
timeout after 10 seconds.

5.6.14 ETL connector - SAP ERP

Stage Released

Technology Behind cdata.jdbc.saperp.jar

Version 20.0.7661.0

5.6.14.1 General overview

Connects through RFC to the following systems:

o SAP ECC ERP

o XFT Addon (no standard yet)

o Readsoft (no standard yet)

o SAP S/4HANA ERP

o SAP IS-U

o SAP BW

o SAP R/3
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Credential Description

Username The username used to authenticate to the SAP system.

Password The password used to authenticate to the SAP system.

Host Host name of the target system.

Client The client authenticating to the SAP system.

System Number The number by which the target system is defined. Used
when setting the host connection property.

Tables

This property restricts the tables reported to a sub-
set of the available tables, for example Tables-

s=TableA,TableB,TableC.

Extra Connection Argu-
ments

o Timeout

The value in seconds until the timeout error is
thrown, canceling the operation, for example
10 for a timeout after 10 seconds.

o Views

Restricts the views reported to a subset of the
available tables, for example, Views-
s=ViewA,ViewB,ViewC.

o ReadTableFunction

The function to use for reading table data.

5.6.14.2 Current limitations

o The data extraction of large tables like CDPOS, CDHDR, BSEG, BKPF requires
an elaborate partitioning strategy to run without errors.

o Extracting data from CDS Views is not supported. To connect CDS Views of
S4/HANA systems that are running in the public cloud, you can use the
ODATA connector. Read more in section ETL connector - Open Data Pro-
tocol.
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5.6.15 ETL connector - SAP HANA

Stage Released

Technology Behind cdata.jdbc.saphana.jar

Version 20.0.7503.0

5.6.15.1 General overview

Connects to a SAP HANA Database.
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Credential Description

Username The user account provided for authentication with the SAP HANA
database.

Password The password used to authenticate the user.

Host The name of the server running SAP HANA database.

Port The port of the SAP HANA database.
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Credential Description

Database The name of the SAP HANA database.

Extra Connection
Arguments

o Timeout

The value in seconds until the timeout error is thrown,
canceling the operation, for example 10 for a timeout
after 10 seconds.

o Views

Restricts the views reported to a subset of the available
views, for example Views=ViewA,ViewB,ViewC.

o Tables

This property restricts the tables reported to a subset of
the available tables, for example Tables-
s=TableA,TableB,TableC.

o SSLClientCert

The TLS/SSL client certificate store for SSL client
authentication, for example SSLClientCert=ROOT. Read
more in section Values for SSLClientCert.

o SSLClientCertType

The type of key store containing the TLS/SSL client cer-
tificate, for example SSLClientCertType=USER. Read more
in section Values for SSLClientCertType.

o SSLClientCertPassword

The password for the TLS/SSL client certificate, for
example SSLClientCertPassword=mypassword.

o SSLClientCertSubject

The subject of the TLS/SSL client certificate, for
example SSLClientCertSubject=CN=www.server.com, OU=test,

C=US, E=support@company.com. Read more in section Val-
ues for SSLClientCertSubject.

o SSLServerCert

The certificate to be accepted from the server when con-
necting using TLS/SSL. Read more in section Values
for SSLServerCert.
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5.6.15.2 Values for SSLClientCert

Value Description

MY A certificate store holding personal certificates with their associated private keys.

CA Certifying authority certificates.

ROOT Root certificates.

SPC Software publisher certificates.

5.6.15.3 Values for SSLClientCertSubject

Value Description

CN Common Name. This is commonly a host name like www.server.com.

O Organization

OU Organizational Unit

L Locality

S State

C Country

E Email Address
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5.6.15.4 Values for SSLClientCertType

Value Description

USER - default
For Windows, this specifies that the certificate store is a cer-
tificate store owned by the current user. Note that this store
type is not available in Java.

MACHINE For Windows, this specifies that the certificate store is a
machine store. Note that this store type is not available in Java.

PFXFILE The certificate store is the name of a PFX (PKCS12) file con-
taining certificates.

PFXBLOB The certificate store is a string (base-64-encoded) representing
a certificate store in PFX (PKCS12) format.

JKSFILE
The certificate store is the name of a Java key store (JKS) file
containing certificates. Note that this store type is only available
in Java.

JKSBLOB
The certificate store is a string (base-64-encoded) representing
a certificate store in JKS format. Note that this store type is only
available in Java.

PEMKEY_FILE The certificate store is the name of a PEM-encoded file that con-
tains a private key and an optional certificate.

PEMKEY_BLOB The certificate store is a string (base64-encoded) that contains
a private key and an optional certificate.

PUBLIC_KEY_FILE The certificate store is the name of a file that contains a PEM-
or DER-encoded public key certificate.

PUBLIC_KEY_BLOB The certificate store is a string (base-64-encoded) that contains
a PEM- or DER-encoded public key certificate.

SSHPUBLIC_KEY_FILE The certificate store is the name of a file that contains an SSH-
style public key.

SSHPUBLIC_KEY_BLOB The certificate store is a string (base-64-encoded) that contains
an SSH-style public key.

P7BFILE The certificate store is the name of a PKCS7 file containing cer-
tificates.

PPKFILE The certificate store is the name of a file that contains a PuTTY
Private Key (PPK).

XMLFILE The certificate store is the name of a file that contains a cer-
tificate in XML format.

XMLBLOB The certificate store is a string that contains a certificate in XML
format.
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5.6.15.5 Values for SSLServerCert

Value Example

a full PEM Certificate
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
MIIChT5CAe4CAQAwDQYJKoZIhv......Qw== -----END
CERTIFICATE-----

a path to a local file con-
taining the certificate

C:\cert.cer

the public key -----BEGIN RSA PUBLIC KEY-----
MIKLfMA0GCSq......AQAB -----END RSA PUBLIC KEY-----

the MD5 Thumbprint ecadbdda5a36929c58a1e9e09828d70e4

the SHA1 Thumbprint 34a9274826ae0819f2ec14b4a3d904f801cbb150d

5.6.16 RFC function module

Stage Released

Technology Behind ABAP

Version 1.0

5.6.16.1 General overview

This section provides the steps how to install the Z_CUSTOM_READ_TABLE
function module, which is required to extract more than 512B per row from SAP
tables.

Systems in which RFC can be used:

o SAP ECC ERP

o XFT Addon (no standard yet)

o Readsoft (no standard yet)

o SAP S/4HANA ERP

o SAP IS-U

o SAP BW

o SAP R/3
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5.6.16.2 Installation

To use the included custom read-table RFC to bypass limitations with the default
RFC_READ_TABLE, follow these steps:

1. Copy the custom function Z_CUSTOM_READ_TABLE code below:

Z_CUSTOM_READ_TABLE code
FUNCTION Z_CUSTOM_READ_TABLE.

*"----------------------------------------------------------------------

*"*"Local Interface:

*" IMPORTING

*" VALUE(QUERY_TABLE) LIKE DD02L-TABNAME

*" VALUE(DELIMITER) LIKE SONV-FLAG DEFAULT SPACE

*" VALUE(NO_DATA) LIKE SONV-FLAG DEFAULT SPACE

*" VALUE(ROWSKIPS) LIKE SOID-ACCNT DEFAULT 0

*" VALUE(ROWCOUNT) LIKE SOID-ACCNT DEFAULT 0

*" EXPORTING

*" VALUE(TABLE_ROWS) LIKE SOID-ACCNT

*" TABLES

*" OPTIONS STRUCTURE RFC_DB_OPT

*" FIELDS STRUCTURE RFC_DB_FLD

*" DATA STRUCTURE CHAR8000

*" EXCEPTIONS

*" TABLE_NOT_AVAILABLE

*" TABLE_WITHOUT_DATA

*" OPTION_NOT_VALID

*" FIELD_NOT_VALID

*" NOT_AUTHORIZED

*" DATA_BUFFER_EXCEEDED
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*"----------------------------------------------------------------------

"

CALL FUNCTION 'VIEW_AUTHORITY_CHECK'

EXPORTING

VIEW_ACTION = 'S'

VIEW_NAME = QUERY_TABLE

EXCEPTIONS

NO_AUTHORITY = 2

NO_CLIENTINDEPENDENT_AUTHORITY = 2

NO_LINEDEPENDENT_AUTHORITY = 2

OTHERS = 1.

IF SY-SUBRC = 2.

RAISE NOT_AUTHORIZED.

ELSEIF SY-SUBRC = 1.

RAISE TABLE_NOT_AVAILABLE.

ENDIF.

* ----------------------------------------------------------------------

* If negative ROWCOUNT, return no. of rows in table

* ----------------------------------------------------------------------

IF ROWCOUNT < 0.

SELECT count(*) FROM (QUERY_TABLE) INTO TABLE_ROWS
WHERE (OPTIONS).

EXIT.

ENDIF.

* ----------------------------------------------------------------------
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* find out about the structure of QUERY_TABLE

* ----------------------------------------------------------------------

DATA BEGIN OF TABLE_STRUCTURE OCCURS 10.

INCLUDE STRUCTURE DFIES.

DATA END OF TABLE_STRUCTURE.

"DATA TABLE_HEADER LIKE X030L.

DATA TABLE_TYPE TYPE DD02V-TABCLASS.

CALL FUNCTION 'DDIF_FIELDINFO_GET'

EXPORTING

TABNAME = QUERY_TABLE

* FIELDNAME = ' '

* LANGU = SY-LANGU

* LFIELDNAME = ' '

* ALL_TYPES = ' '

* GROUP_NAMES = ' '

IMPORTING

* X030L_WA =

DDOBJTYPE = TABLE_TYPE

* DFIES_WA =

* LINES_DESCR =

TABLES

DFIES_TAB = TABLE_STRUCTURE

* FIXED_VALUES =

EXCEPTIONS

NOT_FOUND = 1
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INTERNAL_ERROR = 2

OTHERS = 3

.

IF SY-SUBRC <> 0.

RAISE TABLE_NOT_AVAILABLE.

ENDIF.

IF TABLE_TYPE = 'INTTAB'.

RAISE TABLE_WITHOUT_DATA.

ENDIF.

* ----------------------------------------------------------------------

* isolate first field of DATA as output field

* (i.e. allow for changes to structure DATA!)

* ----------------------------------------------------------------------

DATA LINE_LENGTH TYPE I.

FIELD-SYMBOLS <D>.

ASSIGN COMPONENT 0 OF STRUCTURE DATA TO <D>.

DESCRIBE FIELD <D> LENGTH LINE_LENGTH in character mode.

* ----------------------------------------------------------------------

* if FIELDS are not specified, read all available fields

* ----------------------------------------------------------------------

DATA NUMBER_OF_FIELDS TYPE I.

DESCRIBE TABLE FIELDS LINES NUMBER_OF_FIELDS.

IF NUMBER_OF_FIELDS = 0.

LOOP AT TABLE_STRUCTURE.

MOVE TABLE_STRUCTURE-FIELDNAME TO FIELDS-FIELDNAME.
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APPEND FIELDS.

ENDLOOP.

ENDIF.

* ----------------------------------------------------------------------

* for each field which has to be read, copy structure information

* into tables FIELDS_INT (internal use) and FIELDS (output)

* ----------------------------------------------------------------------

DATA: BEGIN OF FIELDS_INT OCCURS 10,

FIELDNAME LIKE TABLE_STRUCTURE-FIELDNAME,

TYPE LIKE TABLE_STRUCTURE-INTTYPE,

DECIMALS LIKE TABLE_STRUCTURE-DECIMALS,

LENGTH_SRC LIKE TABLE_STRUCTURE-INTLEN,

LENGTH_DST LIKE TABLE_STRUCTURE-LENG,

OFFSET_SRC LIKE TABLE_STRUCTURE-OFFSET,

OFFSET_DST LIKE TABLE_STRUCTURE-OFFSET,

END OF FIELDS_INT,

LINE_CURSOR TYPE I,

TABLE_STRUCTURE_LENGTH TYPE I.

LINE_CURSOR = 0.

TABLE_STRUCTURE_LENGTH = 0.

* for each field which has to be read ...

LOOP AT FIELDS.

READ TABLE TABLE_STRUCTURE WITH KEY FIELDNAME =
FIELDS-FIELDNAME.

IF SY-SUBRC NE 0.

RAISE FIELD_NOT_VALID.
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ENDIF.

* compute the place for field contents in DATA rows:

* if not first field in row, allow space for delimiter

IF LINE_CURSOR <> 0.

IF NO_DATA EQ SPACE AND DELIMITER NE SPACE.

MOVE DELIMITER TO DATA+LINE_CURSOR.

ENDIF.

LINE_CURSOR = LINE_CURSOR + STRLEN( DELIMITER ).

ENDIF.

IF TABLE_STRUCTURE-OUTPUTLEN > TABLE_STRUCTURE-LENG.

TABLE_STRUCTURE_LENGTH = TABLE_STRUCTURE-OUTPUTLEN.

ELSE.

TABLE_STRUCTURE_LENGTH = TABLE_STRUCTURE-LENG.

ENDIF.

* ... copy structure information into tables FIELDS_INT

* (which is used internally during SELECT) ...

FIELDS_INT-FIELDNAME = TABLE_STRUCTURE-FIELDNAME.

FIELDS_INT-LENGTH_SRC = TABLE_STRUCTURE-INTLEN.

FIELDS_INT-LENGTH_DST = TABLE_STRUCTURE_LENGTH.

FIELDS_INT-OFFSET_SRC = TABLE_STRUCTURE-OFFSET.

FIELDS_INT-OFFSET_DST = LINE_CURSOR.

FIELDS_INT-TYPE = TABLE_STRUCTURE-INTTYPE.

FIELDS_INT-DECIMALS = TABLE_STRUCTURE-DECIMALS.

* compute the place for contents of next field in DATA rows

LINE_CURSOR = LINE_CURSOR + TABLE_STRUCTURE_LENGTH.
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IF LINE_CURSOR > LINE_LENGTH AND NO_DATA EQ SPACE.

RAISE DATA_BUFFER_EXCEEDED.

ENDIF.

APPEND FIELDS_INT.

* ... and into table FIELDS (which is output to the caller)

FIELDS-FIELDTEXT = TABLE_STRUCTURE-FIELDTEXT.

FIELDS-TYPE = TABLE_STRUCTURE-INTTYPE.

FIELDS-LENGTH = FIELDS_INT-LENGTH_DST.

FIELDS-OFFSET = FIELDS_INT-OFFSET_DST.

MODIFY FIELDS.

ENDLOOP.

* end of loop at FIELDS

* ----------------------------------------------------------------------

* read data from the database and copy relevant portions into DATA

* ----------------------------------------------------------------------

* output data only if NO_DATA equals space (otherwise the structure

* information in FIELDS is the only result of the module)

IF NO_DATA EQ SPACE.

DATA: BEGIN OF WORK, BUFFER(30000), END OF WORK.

FIELD-SYMBOLS: <WA> TYPE ANY, <COMP> TYPE ANY.

DATA: tab_ref TYPE REF TO data.

CREATE DATA tab_ref TYPE (QUERY_TABLE).

ASSIGN tab_ref->* TO <WA>.

IF ROWCOUNT > 0.

ROWCOUNT = ROWCOUNT + ROWSKIPS.
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ENDIF.

SELECT * FROM (QUERY_TABLE) INTO <WA> WHERE (OPTIONS).

IF SY-DBCNT GT ROWSKIPS.

* copy all relevant fields into DATA (output) table

LOOP AT FIELDS_INT.

IF FIELDS_INT-TYPE = 'P'.

ASSIGN COMPONENT FIELDS_INT-FIELDNAME

OF STRUCTURE <WA> TO <COMP>

TYPE FIELDS_INT-TYPE

DECIMALS FIELDS_INT-DECIMALS.

ELSE.

ASSIGN COMPONENT FIELDS_INT-FIELDNAME

OF STRUCTURE <WA> TO <COMP>

TYPE FIELDS_INT-TYPE.

ENDIF.

MOVE <COMP> TO

<D>+FIELDS_INT-OFFSET_DST(FIELDS_INT-LENGTH_DST).

ENDLOOP.

* end of loop at FIELDS_INT

APPEND DATA.

IF ROWCOUNT > 0 AND SY-DBCNT GE ROWCOUNT. EXIT. ENDIF.

ENDIF.

ENDSELECT.

ENDIF.

ENDFUNCTION.
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2. On the Attributes tab of the SAP screen, select Remote Enabled Module.

3. On the Tables tab, set the DATA parameter to CHAR8000 . To do so, right-
click, click Display, and then click Change.

4. On the Export tab, add the following row if it doesn't already exist:

Parameter Name: TABLE_ROWS

Typing: TYPE (or LIKE)

Associated Type: SOID-ACCNT

5. On the Source Code tab, paste the example source code for the replace-
ment RFC_READ_TABLE function module located in the db subfolder of the
installation directory.

6. Click Save.

7. Define the imports, tables, and exceptions as documented in the provided
custom read table.

8. Activate the function module.

9. In your connection string, set ReadTableFunction to Z_CUSTOM_READ_
TABLE or according to the name of your function module.

5.6.16.3 Set up a new user to access SAP tables with RFC

You set up a user to access SAP Tables via RFC using the RFC_READ_TABLE
or custom Z_CUSTOM_READ_TABLE function.

For a good background read: SAP Authorization Concept

1. To create a new role (TEST_EXTRACTION), follow the steps in SAP Guide
and Assigning SAP Authorizations to the RFC User.

2. Open the Change Authorization Data tab.

3. Acknowledge the warning.

4. Click Do not select templates.
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5. Go to /nPFCG.

6. Enter a new role name, for example SIGNAVIO_EXTRACTION.

7. Click Single Role.

8. To save the role, click .

9. In the Authorization tab, click to manually add the following

Authorization Objects which enable the authorization checks for different
functions and tables:

o S_RFC

o S_TABU_NAM

o S_TABU_DIS

10. Select the role name at the top of the list and click to display the lowest

level of each entry:
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11. To edit edit each of the nodes as follows, click :
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Authorization Check for RFC Access (S_RFC, description)

Activity: Execute

Name of RFC Object:

This gives permission to execute the fol-
lowing function groups and modules.

o DDIF_FIELDINFO_GET

o RFCPING

o RFC_GET_FUNCTION_
INTERFACE

o RFC_METADATA

o SDTX

If you are using the Z_
CUSTOM_READ_TABLE func-
tion, then also add the function
group to which you added the
function. In our case it was
ZCON.

If later the connector is still
lacking permissions, you could
also try to add the following
function groups:

o RFC1

o SDIFRUNTIME

o SRFC

o SYST

Type of RFC object:
o Function Group (FUGR)

o Function Module (FUNC)
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Table Access via Generic Standard Tools (S_TABU_NAM, more

details)

Activity: Display

Table Authorization Group: *

Table Maintenance (via standard tools such as SM30) (S_TABU_DIS,

description)

Activity: Display

Table Authorization Group: *

This is what it looks like when everything is configured:

12. Save the role authorizations. Consider the following:

o If it’s your first time creating it, enter the name for the profile, for
example SIGNAVIO.
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o Only up to 10 characters are allowed.

o If you are editing an existing role with an existing profile, then click

to update the profile.

13. Go to /nSUPC.

14. Enter the role name, for example SIGNAVIO_EXTRACTION, and execute.

The role is listed in the table.

15. In column , select that row.

16. Click .

A dialog window opens.

17. Click Online.

18. To apply the roles and profiles to a new user, go to /nSU01.

19. Enter the user name, for example SIGNAVIO, and click Create.
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20. In the Logon Data tab, select User Type: Dialog.

Instead of providing authorization to function modules DDIF_
FIELDINFO_GET, RFCPING and RFC_GET_FUNCTION_
INTERFACE, it is also possible to give permission to call them by
adding the following roles in the Roles tab:

o SAP_BC_JSF_COMMUNICATION

o SAP_BC_JSF_COMMUNICATION_RO

o SAP_BC_JSF_COMMUNICATION__NAMED

21. In the Roles tab, add the role SIGNAVIO_EXTRACTION or the name of the role
you created.

22. If one of the entries is in a red status, click User master record.

The entry changes to a green status:

23. In the Profiles tab, check if the following profiles have been added auto-
matically:

o SIGNAVIO: This is added automatically when the SIGNAVIO_EXTRACTION

role is added in the Roles tab.

o T-I3550107: Only if SAP_BC_JSF_COMMUNICATION_RO role is added in
the Roles tab.

o T-I3551007: Only if SAP_BC_JSF_COMMUNICATION role is added in the
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Roles tab.

24. Test the new user with the SAP Signavio connector to see if it works.

5.6.16.4 Troubleshooting links

o Function module RFC_READ_TABLE

o Authorization in RFC_READ_TABLE

5.6.16.5 Important and helpful resources

System setup:

o Connector User authorization setup for RFC or custom RFC function

o More information

5.6.17 ETL connector - SAP SuccessFactors

Stage Released

Technology Behind cdata.jdbc.sapsuccessfactors.jar

Version 20.0.7662.0

5.6.17.1 General overview

Connects to the SAPSuccessFactors API.
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Credential Description

Username The username provided for authentication with the SAP
SuccessFactors database.

Password The password used to authenticate the user.

Host Set this to the URL of the server where your SAP Suc-
cessFactors instance is hosted.

Company ID Unique identifier of your company. This is required to
authenticate.

Extra Connection Argu-
ments

o Timeout

The value in seconds until the timeout error is
thrown, canceling the operation, for example
10 for a timeout after 10 seconds.

o Views

Restricts the views reported to a subset of the
available tables, for example Views-

s=ViewA,ViewB,ViewC.
o Tables

This property restricts the tables reported to a
subset of the available tables, for example
Tables=TableA,TableB,TableC.

o PseudoColumns

This property indicates whether or not to
include pseudo columns as columns to the
table.

5.6.18 ETL connector - ServiceNow

Stage Released

Technology Behind cdata.jdbc.servicenow.jar

Version 19.0.7354.0
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5.6.18.1 General overview

Connects to the SOAP API and REST API. The SOAP API is used to resolve the
metadata from ServiceNow, the REST API is then used to work with data.

Credential Description

Username The username provided for authentication with the Ser-
viceNow database.

Password The password used to authenticate the user.

Instance The base URL of your ServiceNow instance.

Extra Connection Arguments

o Timeout

The value in seconds until the timeout error
is thrown, canceling the operation, for
example 10 for a timeout after 10 seconds.

o Pagesize

The maximum number of results to return
per page from ServiceNow.

5.6.19 ETL connector - Snowflake

Stage Released

Technology Behind cdata.jdbc.snowflake.jar

Version 20.0.7503.0

5.6.19.1 General overview

Connects to Snowflake.
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Credential Description

Username The username provided for authentication with the
Snowflake database.

Password The user's password.

Host The URL of the Snowflake database.

Warehouse The name of the Snowflake warehouse.

Database The name of the Snowflake database.

Schema The schema of the Snowflake database.

Extra Connection Arguments
Timeout: The value in seconds until the timeout error is
thrown, canceling the operation, for example 10 for a
timeout after 10 seconds.

5.7 Manage data models

In a data model, you define how the ETL data pipeline extracts and transforms
data, and where to load the data.

A data model contains all settings necessary to run an ETL data pipeline:

o a data source that enables the connection to the source system

o a process into which the extracted and transformed data is loaded

o an integration defining which data is extracted

o a transformation configuration with a business process and transformation
rules for extracted data

We recommend setting up and testing ETL data pipelines in a test
environment. After a successful test, you can transfer the data model
to your production system by using the import and export functions.
Read more in section Export and import a data model.

5.7.1 Templates for data transformation

For some source systems, we provide transformation templates in which the busi-
ness process, the extraction, and the transformation are preconfigured.
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The templates are based on common business processes like Lead-to-Oppor-
tunity, Lead-to-Quote, or Incident-to-Resolution.

Available templates are listed in section Use data transformation templates.

For a detailed description of each template, see section Data transformation tem-
plates.

5.7.2 View available data models

To get an overview about all available data models, open the All processes page
and go to Manage data. The data model overview opens.

You have the following options:

Import Import a data model

Create Create a new data model

Type to search

To filter data models in card view, click .

You have following options:

o To type to search a filter option or select a filter option from a list,

click .

o To sort data models by ascending or descending order, click

or on a filter option.

o To clear all active filters, click .

An active filter applied on the card view is indicated by .

An active filter applied to a filter option is indicated by .
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Show data models as cards.

To edit, export, or delete a data model, click and choose the cor-

responding option.

Show data models as a table.

You have the following options:

o To sort data models by ascending or descending order, click

or in the table header.

o To type to search or select a filter option from a list, click .

o To edit, export, or delete a data model, click and choose the

corresponding option.

An active filter on a table view column is indicated by .

Import Import a data model

New data
model

Create a new data model

Type to search

Show data models as tiles.

To edit, export, or delete a data model, click and choose the

corresponding option.
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Show data models as a table.

You have the following options:

o To sort data models by name, click or in the table

header.

o To type to search, click .

o To edit, export, or delete a data model, click and choose

the corresponding option.

5.7.3 Next steps

Create a data model

Export and import a data model

Delete a data model

5.7.4 Use data transformation templates

You need the feature set ETL - Superuser Role to use the templates. Your
workspace administrator can enable it for you.

We provide templates that speed up the creation of ETL data pipelines. The tem-
plates are based on processes in specific source systems, like the Incident-to-
Resolution process in ServiceNow.

The templates include the following:

o a common business process with activities and business objects

o a definition which data to extract

o scripts to transform the extracted data

5.7.4.1 Use cases

You can use a process-specific template as a starting point and customize it.
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Blank templates are empty. Use a blank template if no template is available for
your business process.

5.7.4.2 Templates overview

The following templates are available:

Source system Template Description

AWS Athena Blank template Empty data model

AWS S3 Blank template Empty data model

Elasticsearch Blank template Empty data model

Google BigQuery Blank template Empty data model

Infor Blank template Empty data model

Jira Software Blank template Empty data model

Microsoft SQL Server Blank template Empty data model

OData Blank template Empty data model

PostgreSQL Blank template Empty data model

SAP ECC

Blank template Empty data model

Invoice to Cash Tracks the accounts receivables process
in SAP

Order to Cash Tracks the complete sales, delivery, and
billing process in SAP

Procure to Pay Tracks the purchasing and billing pro-
cess in SAP

SAP S/4HANA

Invoice to Cash Tracks the accounts receivables process
in SAP

Order to Cash Tracks the complete sales, delivery, and
billing process in SAP

Procure to Pay Tracks the purchasing and billing pro-
cess in SAP

Blank template Empty data model

SAP IS-U Meter to Cash
Tracks the complete sales, delivery and
billing process in SAP, for ECC as well
as S/4HANA systems

SAP SuccessFactors Blank template Empty data model

ServiceNow
Incident to Resolution Tracks the incident life cycle from Ser-

viceNow

Blank template Empty data model

SnowFlake Blank template Empty data model
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For a detailed description of the process-specific templates, read more in section
Data transformation templates.

The documentation is only available on request. Please contact your
Customer Success Manager.

5.7.4.3 Next steps

Create a data model

5.7.5 Create a data model

You need the feature set ETL - Superuser Role to create a data model.
Your workspace administrator can enable it for you.

You always create a data model with a template. The following types of templates
are available:

o Process-based template

The data model is preconfigured. For example, a process-based template is
the template for the Incident-to-Resolution in ServiceNow. You can cus-
tomize the template.

o Blank template

The template is empty. You need to set up the business process, the extrac-
tion, and the transformation rules on your own.

Read more on templates in section Use data transformation templates.

To create a data model, follow these steps:

1. On the All processes page, click Manage data.

The data model overview opens.

2. On the Data Models tab, click Create.

The creation dialog opens.

3. Select the source system from the following categories:
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o Enterprise Systems

o Cloud Storage / Warehouse

o Database

o Other

4. Click Next.

5. Select a template and click Next.

6. Select an existing integration and click Create or New integration and click
Next.

The data model is created and opens.

7. if you selected New integration, select New datasource or select and exist-
ing data source and click Create.

8. If necessary, customize the integration and the transformation. Read more
in the sections Set up the data extraction and Manage transformation
rules.

9. To complete the data model, link a process. Then, you can run the ETL data
pipeline.

5.7.5.1 Next steps

Link a process

Run the complete ETL data pipeline

5.7.6 Edit a data model

To edit a data model, follow these steps:

1. On the All processes page, click Manage data.

The data model overview opens.

2. On the Data Models tab, for the data model you want to edit, click and

select Edit.

The data model opens.

3. Apply your changes to the data model settings.
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Changes are applied immediately.

4. If you want to execute the ETL data pipeline, click Run ETL.

5.7.6.1 Next steps

Set up the data extraction

Define the transformation

Link an integration

Link a process

5.7.7 Link an integration

In an integration, you define which data is extracted from a source system.

5.7.7.1 Link an integration

Follow these steps:

1. Open your data model.

2. In the Extraction section, click Link an integration.

The dialog for selecting an integration opens.

3. Select a source system from the following categories:

o Enterprise Systems

o Cloud Storage / Warehouse

o Database

o Other

4. Click Next.

5. Select an integration and click Link.

The integration is linked to the data model.

Changes to the data model are applied immediately.

5.7.7.2 Link multiple integrations

To run transformations against complex processes, you can extract data from dif-
ferent source systems. To do this, you link multiple integrations to your data
model.
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Across all integrations linked to one data model, the table names must
be unique.

In case of redundant table names, you need to create aliases before
you can link an integration to a data model. Read more in section
Create a table name alias.

A complete ETL pipeline executes for each integration that is linked to
a data model. So, a separate event log is generated for each pipeline
execution.

5.7.7.3 Remove the link to an integration

Follow these steps:

1. Open your data model.

2. Under Extraction, hover over the integration to remove.

3. Click in the frame.

4. To confirm deletion, confirm in the dialog and click Remove Link.

The link to the integration is removed from the data model. The integration
and the extracted data remains unchanged.

If you want to remove extracted data, read more in section Delete extracted
table data.

5.7.7.4 Next steps

Define the transformation

Monitor pipeline execution

5.7.8 Link a process

By linking the data model to a process, you define where to load transformed
data.

5.7.8.1 Link a process

Follow these steps:
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1. Open your data model.

2. Under Linked process, click Link a Process.

The configuration dialog opens.

3. Select a process from the drop-down list.

If the process doesn't exist yet, you can create a new one with New Pro-
cess.

4. To confirm, click Update.

The process is linked to the data model.

Changes to the data model are applied immediately.

5. You can open the linked process with To process.

5.7.8.2 Edit or remove the link to a process

Follow these steps:

1. Open your data model.

2. Under Linked process, click Edit.

The configuration dialog opens.

3. To remove the existing link, click Unlink.

The link to the process is removed from the data model.

You can select another process from the drop-down list.

4. To confirm, click Update.

Changes to the data model are applied immediately.

5.7.8.3 Next steps

Run the complete ETL data pipeline

5.7.9 Export and import a data model

With the export and import functions, you can use data models in different work-
spaces.
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5.7.9.1 Export a data model

Follow these steps:

1. On the All processes page, click Manage data.

The data model overview opens.

2. On the Data Models tab, for the data model you want to export, click

and select Export.

The data model is exported as an ETL file. The file is saved to your
browser's download folder.

5.7.9.2 Import a data model

Follow these steps:

1. On the All processes page, click Manage data.

The data model overview opens.

2. On the Data Models tab, click Import.

The import wizard opens.

3. Select the ETL file you want to import confirm with Upload.

The data model is imported.

If the import fails, check the import data or re-export the data model and run the
import again.

5.7.9.3 Next steps

Edit a data model

Create, edit, and delete an integration

Define the transformation

Run the complete ETL data pipeline

5.7.10 Delete a data model

Data sources, integrations, or extracted data aren't affected when deleting a data
model.
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Deleting a data model can't be undone.

To delete a data model, follow these steps:

1. Go to the All processes page and click Manage data.

The data model overview opens.

2. On the Data Models tab, for the data model you want to delete, click

and select Delete.

3. Confirm the warning.

4. Click Delete.

The data model is deleted.

5.8 Set up the data extraction

The data extraction is configured in integrations. An integration defines what data
is extracted from a source system.

An integration includes, for example, the following:

o the tables and columns with the data you want to extract

o SQL filters to reduce the data that is extracted

o a defined delta criteria

o a defined scope for the initial extraction

o partition strategies to extract the data in chunks

o pseudonymization rules for data that needs to be protected

o a scheduler for automatic extraction

These settings are applied to the table data of the source system during extrac-
tion.

In case that you need a more specific integration, you can define the table data
extraction by script. Read more in section Advanced extraction by script.

You can set up different integrations on the same data source and data set.
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5.8.1 View available integrations

To get an overview over existing integrations, open the All processes page and
go to Manage data > Integrations.

The following options are available:

New integ-
ration

Create a new integration

Type to search

Show integrations as tiles. Integrations are grouped by source sys-
tems.

To edit or delete an integration, click and choose the cor-

responding option.

Show integrations as a table.

You have the following options:

o To sort integrations by name, click or in the table

header.

o To type to search, click .

o To edit or delete an integration, click and choose the

corresponding option.
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Create Create a new integration

Type to search

To filter integrations in card view, click .

You have the following options:

o To type to search a filter option or select a filter option from a list,

click .

o To sort integrations by ascending or descending order, click

or on a filter option.

o To clear all active filters, click .

An active filter applied on the card view is indicated by .

An active filter applied to a filter option is indicated by .

Show integrations as cards. Integrations are grouped by source sys-
tems.

To edit or delete an integration, click and choose the cor-

responding option.

Show integrations as a table.

You have the following options:

o To sort integrations by ascending or descending order, click

or in the table header.

o To type to search or select a filter option from a list, click .

o To edit or delete an integration, click and choose the cor-

responding option.

An active filter on a table view column is indicated by .
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5.8.2 Next steps

Create, edit, and delete an integration

Create a data model

Advanced extraction by script

5.8.3 Create, edit, and delete an integration

You need the feature set ETL - Superuser Role to use these functions.
Your workspace administrator can enable it for you.

5.8.3.1 Create an integration

To create an integration, you have the following options:

o You create a new integration and link it to a data model.

o You create a data model. A new integration is automatically included and
linked to the data model. The following applies:

o If you have set up your data model with a transformation template, the
integration is preconfigured. You can customize the integration if
necessary.

o If you didn't use a template, you need to configure the integration.

Read more in section Create a data model.

To create a new integration, follow these steps:

1. Go to Manage data > Integrations and click Create.

The configuration dialog opens.

2. Enter a name for the integration.

3. Select a source system from the following categories:

o Enterprise Systems

o Cloud Storage / Warehouse

o Database

o Other
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4. Click Next.

5. Select a data source. You can change the data source later if necessary.

6. Click Create.

The integration is created and the Edit integration page opens.

To customize the integration, you can per-
form the following tasks:

o Customize tables and columns

o Pseudonymize data

o Refine extraction with SQL filters

o Set the scope of initial extraction with a date filter

o Initial partition strategy

o Run the initial extraction

o Scheduled pipeline running

5.8.3.2 Edit an integration

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Manage data > Integrations.

2. On the Integrations tab, for the integration you want to edit, click and

select Edit.

The integration opens.

3. Apply your changes to the integration.

4. Click Save.

5.8.3.3 Link a data source or change the linked data source

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Manage data > Integrations.

2. Open your integration for editing.
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3. To select a data source, click Data Source.

The dialog for linking opens.

4. You have the following options:

o If no data source is linked, click Link a Data Source.

o If you want to select another data source, click Link a new data
source.

The dialog for selecting a data source opens.

5. Select a data source and click Link a new data source.

The data source is linked to the integration.

5.8.3.4 Delete extracted table data

Deleting extracted table data can't be undone.

Follow this step:

o Open the integration for editing and click for the table. Leave the option

Also remove the table from the integration deactivated.

5.8.3.5 Delete an integration

Deleting an integration can't be undone.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Manage data > Integrations.

2. On the Integrations tab, for the integration you want to delete, click and

select Delete.

A delete integration dialog opens.

3. To confirm deletion, confirm in the dialog and click Delete.

The integration is deleted.
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5.8.3.6 Next steps

Customize tables and columns

Refine extraction with SQL filters

5.8.4 Advanced extraction by script

The advanced extraction mode is only available in SAP ERP integ-
rations. Read ETL connector - SAP ERP for more information.

In a table's advanced extraction mode, you use a script to specify what data to
extract from a table.

In an extraction script, you can specify standard extraction options such as a par-
tition strategy and filters, as well as custom extraction options.

You can decide for each table whether it is configured by script.

You can't change the configuration mode of a table back to standard. If
you want to configure a table in standard mode, you need to delete the
table that is configured by script and add the table again. Then, follow
the instructions in section Customize tables and columns.

5.8.4.1 Error linting for extraction code

The script editor provides a linter that parses the script and detects errors related
to extraction code. Rows with errors are highlighted and indicated by a red dot. If
available, additional information is displayed when you hover over the error.

5.8.4.2 Add a table

To add a table and configure the extraction by script, follow these steps:

1. Go to Manage Data > Integrations.

2. Click then Edit to open an integration.

3. Click Add Table.

The table selection dialog opens.

4. Select the table you want and click Next.
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The extract configuration type dialog opens.

5. Select Advanced and click Next.

The advanced extraction dialog with a script template opens.

6. Customize the extraction code in the script editor or add your own code, and
click Save.

The table is added to the integration.

5.8.4.3 Edit a table

To edit the extraction code of a table, Follow these steps:

1. Go to Manage Data > Integrations.

2. Click then Edit to open an integration.

3. Select a table and click .

Tables extracted with the advanced extraction feature are high-
lighted in blue on the integration page.

4. Click Configure.

The advanced extraction dialog opens.

5. Apply your changes and click Save.

The table is changed according to your edits.

5.8.4.4 Delete a table

To delete a table, follow the instructions in section Delete a table.

5.8.4.5 Next steps

Run the initial extraction

Cancel an extraction and a transformation
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5.8.5 Customize tables and columns

Customize an integration by adding and removing tables and columns, respect-
ively.

You can preview the result of your customization.

Column names and aliases can contain only alpha-numeric and the fol-
lowing special characters:

o a-Z

o A-Z

o 0-9

o §±!@#$%^&*()_-+=[]{}'`~\|/.<>? äöüÄÖÜß

5.8.5.1 Add a table

Follow these steps:

1. Click Add Table.

The table selection dialog opens.

2. Select the table you want and click Next.

The extract configuration type dialog opens.

3. Select Standard and click Next.

The column selection dialog opens.

4. Select the columns you want to add and click Next.

The key column selection dialog opens.

5. Select the columns you want to define as key columns. Key columns are
used to identify unique rows in a table and to remove duplicate rows.

6. Click Next.

The table is added to the integration.
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5.8.5.2 Create a table name alias

If you want to link multiple integrations to your data model, table names must be
unique across all integrations. For this reason, you can create aliases for tables
with the same name.

Aliases are only used as a reference and aren't included in the data extraction.

When creating, changing or removing aliases for table names, you
must update the table names accordingly in the transformation rules.
Read more in section Manage transformation rules.

To create an alias for a table name, follow these steps:

1. To open the table , click then Configure.

The table page opens.

2. Under Table Alias, enter the alias name.

3. Click Save.

The alias is displayed in the table as follows: "original-table-name" AS "alias"

When removing the alias, the original table name is used again.

5.8.5.3 Delete a table

To delete a table, click then .

When deleting tables from the integration, extracted table data is also
permanently deleted.

5.8.5.4 Add a column

Follow these steps:

1. To open the table , click then Configure.

2. Click then Manage Table.

The table editing dialog opens.
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3. Select the columns you want to add and click Next.

4. Select the columns you want to define as key columns. Key columns are
used to identify unique rows in a table and to remove duplicate rows.

5. Click Update.

The column is added to the integration.

5.8.5.5 Column alias

A column alias is created for each column automatically. The alias can be used
when defining the transformation rules for extracted data.

For alias creation, any special character in the column name is replaced by an
underscore.

5.8.5.6 Add descriptions to columns

To keep track of table data and simplify maintenance, you can add column
descriptions. The descriptions are only displayed in SAP Signavio Process Intel-
ligence. Descriptions aren't extracted.

Follow these steps:

1. To expand a table, click .

2. To open a column side menu, click .

3. Under Description, add a description.

Changes are saved immediately.

The description is displayed in the table.

To remove a description, delete the description text in the column side menu.

5.8.5.7 Delete a column

To delete a column, expand a table and click .

5.8.5.8 Preview data

To preview table extraction data, click then . A preview is only available if

you have run the initial extraction already. Read more in section Run the initial
extraction.
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5.8.5.9 Next steps

Set the scope of initial extraction with a date filter

Initial partition strategy

5.8.6 Pseudonymize data

Personally identifiable data can be replaced with artificial pseudonyms. You can
decide for each text column whether to pseudonymize data.

Pseudonymization happens during data extraction, before the data reach SAP
Signavio Process Intelligence.

To apply pseudonymization, follow these steps:

1. To expand a table, click .

2. To open a column side menu, click .

3. Enable Pseudonymize column.

4. Close the side menu. Changes are saved immediately.

Pseudonymization is applied in the next extraction.

To disable pseudonymization, click Undo in the column side menu. During the
next extraction, the data won't be extracted pseudonymized.

5.8.6.1 Next steps

Set the scope of initial extraction with a date filter

Initial partition strategy

5.8.7 Refine extraction with SQL filters

On table level, you can limit the extraction data with an SQL filter. Then, only data
sets with attributes matching the SQL query are extracted.

To apply an SQL filter, follow these steps:

1. To open the table , click then Configure.

The table page opens.
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2. Under SQL Filter, add your SQL query.

3. To preview the result of your SQL query, click Refresh.

4. Click Save.

The SQL filter is applied in the next extraction.

To edit or remove an SQL filter, select the code, edit or remove the code, and
click Save.

5.8.7.1 Next steps

Set the scope of initial extraction with a date filter

Initial partition strategy

Run the initial extraction

5.8.8 Set the scope of initial extraction with a date filter

For tables with column dates, you can define the scope of the initial extraction
with a date filter. The date you set here is the first value that is considered. For
example, if the initial date is set to January 1st 2020, all data from this date until
today is extracted. For further extractions, only the data that has changed since
the last extraction is extracted.

If you have set up your data model using a process-based template,
check for each table whether the default initial values of the delta cri-
teria is meaningful for your use case.

5.8.8.1 Set a date filter

Follow these steps:

1. Open an integration and click on a table that contains a column type of

date or timestamp.

2. Click Configure.

The configure table page opens.

3. In the Delta Criteria section click + Add.
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4. Select a field from the Choose a field drop-down list.

5. Enter a date format, for example MM/DD/YYYY or DD.MM.YYYY.

6. Enter the initial date.

7. Click Save.

The date filter is applied when running the initial extraction.

5.8.8.2 Remove a date filter

To remove a date filter, click in the Delta Criteria section.

5.8.8.3 Next steps

Initial partition strategy

Scheduled pipeline running

Run the initial extraction

5.8.9 Initial partition strategy

The largest amount of data is pulled during the first extraction. To avoid over-
loading the system, you can configure a partition strategy. With the partition
strategy, you define to extract the data in chunks.

The optimal partition size depends on the total amount of data rows
and how the data is distributed over a certain period of time. For
example, you select a different strategy for data that is uniformly dis-
tributed over a period of time than for data that isn't equally distributed.

In addition, consider the following:

For each partition, an extraction is performed. One the one hand, the
more partitions you specify to reduce the partition size, the more
extractions are run. This can reduce system performance. On the
other hand, if partitions are too large, connection timeouts to source
systems can prevent the extraction.
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Therefore, we recommend that you analyze the amount of extraction
data and its distribution. Also, check with the preview function whether
the selected partition strategy is reasonable.

By default, no partition strategy is configured.

When you set a partition strategy, it is also applied to the delta extraction. Read
more in section Set the scope of initial extraction with a date filter.
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5.8.9.1 Available strategies

Strategy Description Parameters

DEFAULT_
NO_
PARTITIONS

No partitions -

DATE_TIME
Load data based
on its date and
time information

Format for dates: Specify the format in which
you want to enter dates.

Start date: Specify the start date from which
partitions are created.

End date: Specify the end date by which par-
titions are created.

Partition size: Define how many partition units
go into one partition. For example, if the par-
tition unit is set to Month and the partition size
to 2, each partition will contain data of 2
months, from the start date until the end date.

Partition unit: Define the units for partitions,
for example, year, month, week, day, and
hour.

Column: Select the date column to which the
start and the end date apply.

STATIC_
VALUE

Load data
based on
selected attrib-
utes, for
example indus-
tries or coun-
tries

Choose a column, then add the values that are used
to create partitions.

5.8.9.2 Set the strategy

To set the partition strategy, follow these steps:
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1. To open the table , click then Configure.

The table page opens.

2. Under Initial partition strategy, choose the partition strategy from the drop-
down list.

3. Configure the strategy.

4. To apply the partition strategy for the table, click Save.

5.8.9.3 Change the strategy

Once the initial extraction is done, you can no longer change the partition
strategy to keep data consistent.

o To choose a different partition strategy, delete the extracted data and reset
the partition strategy. Read more in section Delete extracted table data.

5.8.9.4 Error handling

If the partition-based extraction fails, you have the following options:

o Reduce the partition size by changing the partition parameters and try
again.

o Increase the value for the connection timeout via the connection parameters
in the data source and try again.

5.8.10 Run the initial extraction

When creating a new data model, you need to manually trigger the initial extrac-
tion. When updating a data model, this isn't necessary.

Follow these steps:

1. To run the initial data extraction, click Extract on the Edit integration page.

Source system data is extracted as specified in the integration.

2. To check whether extraction is complete, switch to the Logs tab. Here, you
find the extraction history and status.

For an overview of the extracted data, click a log entry.
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3. You can preview the extracted data per table. To do so, switch back to the

Tables tab and click in the row of the table you want to preview.

5.8.10.1 Next steps

Customize tables and columns

Define the transformation

5.8.11 Extract a single table

With the extract table feature you can extract a single table in an integration. This
is useful when you want to rerun the extraction for a faulty table or extract new
data for particular table, instead of rerunning the extraction for the entire integ-
ration.

Follow these steps:

1. Open an integration.

2. Identify the required table for extraction.

3. Click then Extract.

The extraction executes and is visible in the Logs section.

5.9 Define the transformation

This section describes how to define the transformation. For that, you need to do
the following:

o model your business process with activities and objects

o define transformation rules for extracted data

You model the activities and objects of your business process on a canvas in the
data model.

For each business object, you specify the transformation rules in SQL scripts.
The rules consist of two aspects:
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o select the case attributes and events from extracted data

o map them to the business objects

The result of the transformation are event logs. The logs are loaded to the pro-
cess which is linked in the data model, providing the data for investigations.

5.9.1 Model the business process

This section describes how to model the activities and objects of your business
process.

You model your business process on a canvas in the data model.

5.9.1.1 Add a business object

Follow these steps:

1. Open your data model.

2. Under Transformation > Business objects, click Edit.

The configuration dialog opens.

3. Enter a name for the business object and click Add.

The business object is added to the list.

4. Confirm with Save.

The business object is added to the bottom of the canvas. The following
applies:

o Business objects not linked to a process step are highlighted in grey.

o Business object linked to a process step are highlighted in green.

5.9.1.2 Add transformation rules to business objects

Read how to add transformation rules for case attributes and events in section
Manage transformation rules.

5.9.1.3 Delete a business object

Follow these steps:
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1. Under Transformation > Business objects, click Edit.

The configuration dialog opens.

2. Click for the business object you want to delete.

The business object is marked in red. To undo the selection, click .

3. Confirm with Save.

The business object is deleted.

5.9.1.4 Manage activities

You can do the following:

o create activities

o change the order of activities

o link business objects to activities

o delete activities

Follow these steps:

1. Open your data model.

2. Under Transformation > Business process, click Edit.

The configuration dialog opens. You have the following options:

o To add an activity, type a name and click Add.

The activity is added to the list and highlighted in green.

o To link a business object, select the business object from the drop-
down list.

o To change the order of the activities, drag them to where you want
them.

Activities that you've moved are highlighted in orange.

o To delete an activity, click .

Activities that you've deleted are highlighted in red.
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3. Confirm your changes with Save.

Your changes are applied to the business process on the canvas.

5.9.1.5 Next steps

Manage transformation rules

Run the complete ETL data pipeline

5.9.2 Manage transformation rules

You define transformation rules for the case attributes and events in separate
scripts. The scripts for events are called event collectors.

You need SQL knowledge to add or customize transformation scripts.

5.9.2.1 Mandatory script items

Make sure that the scripts contain all the mandatory script items:

o The case attribute script must include the case ID.

o The event scripts must include the case ID, the event name, and the
timestamp of the event.

Mandatory script items are indicated by a status indicator placed above the script:

Status indicator Description

Mandatory script item is missing

Mandatory script item is added

5.9.2.2 Error linting for event collectors and case attributes

The script editor provides a linter that parses the script to detect errors related to
event collectors and case attributes. Rows with errors are highlighted and indic-
ated by a red dot. Each error in a row is indicated by a wavy underscore. If avail-
able, additional information is displayed when you hover the error.
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Resolve all indicated errors. In case that one of the mandatory script
items is missing, the pipeline will break.

Example

5.9.2.3 Add or customize transformation rules

Follow these steps:

1. Open your data model.

2. Under Transformation, find the business object on the canvas and click
Edit.

The script editor opens. Available scripts containing the transformation
rules are listed in the sidebar.

3. Add new scripts or customize existing ones, read more in section Script
editor options.

4. Confirm with Save.

Your changes are applied when the ETL data pipeline is executed the next
time.

5.9.2.4 Script editor options

Add and edit scripts

To add and edit scripts, use the following options in the sidebar:

o To add a script for case attributes, select the Case Attributes tab and paste
your script.

o To add a script for events, click Add event collector and paste your script.
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o To name or rename a script, click and enter a name.

o To edit a script, select it and apply your changes to the script.

o Under Available columns, you can search for available integrations, tables,
and columns. Either search in the tree structure or enter a search string in
the search field. To add an available column, select it. The column is added
to the script at the current cursor position.

Preview the script result

To preview the result of a script, use the following options:

o Preview: Show first 100 rows of the script result

o Cancel: Cancel the preview

o Reload: Reload the preview of the script result

o Dismiss: Hide the preview

o and : Move the preview area down or to the right

Generating a preview can take some time. While a script preview is loading, you
can switch to another script.

Find and replace

To find and replace script elements, follow these steps:

1. In the script editor, click .

2. Enter the search term you want to locate.

Findings are highlighted in the script. The number of findings is displayed
next to the search term. You can navigate the findings with the arrow but-
tons next to the search field.

3. If you want to replace a finding, click and enter the new term in the

Replace with field.

4. Choose whether to consider capitalization.

5. Click Replace or press Enter. To update all findings at once, click Replace
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All.

The script is updated accordingly.

5.9.2.5 Delete transformation rules

Deleting can't be undone.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your data model.

2. Under Transformation, find the business object on the canvas and click
Edit.

The script editor opens.

3. In the sidebar, click for the script you want to delete.

The script is selected for deletion.

To undo the selection, click .

4. Confirm with Save.

Your changes are applied to the next execution of the ETL data pipeline.

5.9.2.6 Next steps

Run the complete ETL data pipeline

5.10 Run, cancel, and monitor the ETL data pipeline

This section describes how to manage the ETL data pipeline.

You can do the following:

o run and cancel the ETL data pipeline manually at any time

o schedule an automatic run of the ETL data pipeline

o run and cancel the transformation and load manually at any time

o view the log files of the last 10 executed ETL data pipelines
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o download the pipeline event log for each ETL data pipeline execution with
finished Load step

5.10.1 Run the complete ETL data pipeline

5.10.1.1 Manually run the pipeline

When the data model is set up, you can run the complete pipeline manually at
any time.

o To run the pipeline, open your data model and click Run ETL.

The data is extracted, transformed, and uploaded to the process that is
linked in the data model.

o To navigate to the process with the uploaded data, go to the section Linked
process in your data model and click To Process.

The process opens. You can view the uploaded data in the process set-
tings, read more in section Process settings.

5.10.1.2 Scheduled pipeline running

You can schedule the automatic execution of the ETL data pipeline. The pipeline
then extracts the data that has changed since the last extraction. Read more in
section Scheduled pipeline running.

5.10.1.3 Next steps

Monitor pipeline execution

5.10.2 Scheduled pipeline running

You can schedule the automatic execution of the ETL data pipeline. The pipeline
then extracts the data that has changed since the last extraction.

As long as an extraction is running, no further extraction is started,
even though it's scheduled. For example, if an extraction takes 2 hours
and the extraction is scheduled to run every hour, one extraction is
always skipped.
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5.10.2.1 Time zone

For any date and time set with the scheduler, the Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC) standard is used.

5.10.2.2 Enable the scheduler

Follow these steps:

1. In your integration, click the schedule toggle on the upper right of the Edit
integration page.

The confirmation dialog opens.

2. Confirm activation with Yes.

The extraction is scheduled by default to run daily at midnight.

5.10.2.3 Customize the scheduler

You can customize the scheduler. To do so, click Schedule and select one of the
following options:

o Midnight, daily

o Midnight, monthly on the 1st

o Midnight, weekly on Sunday

o Noon, daily

o Every hour

o Custom...

If you choose Custom..., the scheduler configuration opens. Specify the fre-
quency and time and confirm with Save.

5.10.2.4 Disable the scheduler

Follow these steps:

1. In your integration, click the schedule toggle on the upper right of the Edit
integration page.

The confirmation dialog opens.
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2. Confirm deactivation with Yes.

The scheduler is disabled.

5.10.2.5 Next step

Monitor pipeline execution

5.10.3 Run the transformation and load

You can transform the data from the connected data source and then load it to the
linked process at any time.

o To run the data transformation and load the transformed data to the linked
process, open your data model and click Run T&L.

The Run T&L button is disabled in one of the following cases:

o No business objects are configured for the data model.

o No process is linked to the data model.

The data is transformed and loaded to the process that is linked in the data
model.

5.10.3.1 Next steps

Monitor pipeline execution

Link a process

Model the business process

5.10.4 Cancel an extraction and a transformation

You can cancel the extraction and the transformation independently for a running
pipeline.

Follow these steps:

1. While the pipeline is running, switch to the Logs tab.

The logs are displayed.
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2. To cancel the extraction or transformation for the running pipeline, click
Cancel.

A confirmation dialog opens.

3. Click Confirm.

The execution of the running pipeline is canceled. Already extracted data
will not be deleted. This action might take some time.

5.10.5 Monitor the data extraction

The execution of each data extraction is logged. You can view the last 100 extrac-
tions.

To analyze extractions logs, follow these steps:

1. Open the integration you want to analyze.

2. On the integration page, click Logs.

The logs are displayed.

3. To view more details on a log entry, click it.

The details are displayed and you have the following options:

o To rerun a failed extraction, click in the Status column. If you

want to rerun all failed extractions at once, click in the header

of the Status column.

o To sort and filter the log, use the functions in the table header.

o To show or hide the IDs in the log, click Show IDs or Hide IDs.

o To copy a condition or error message to the clipboard, select a con-

dition or message and click .

To analyze the execution of an entire data pipeline, read more in section Monitor
pipeline execution.

5.10.6 Monitor pipeline execution

The execution of any data pipeline is logged. You can view the last 10 exe-
cutions.
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To analyze the pipeline logs, follow these steps:

1. Open your data model and scroll down to Pipeline logs.

The logs are displayed.

2. To view more details on a log entry, click it.

The details open, distributed on the following tabs:

o Extractions: View extracted data

o Case Attribute Transformations: View transformed case attributes
per business object

o Event Collector Transformations: View transformed events per busi-
ness objects

You have the following options:

o To rerun a failed extraction, go to the Extractions tab and click
. If you want to rerun all failed extractions at once, click

in the header of the Status column.

o To sort and filter the log, use the functions in the table header.

o To show or hide the IDs in the log, click Show IDs or Hide IDs.

o To copy a condition or error message to the clipboard, select a con-

dition or message and click .

For the data extraction, more logs are available in the integration. Read more in
section Monitor the data extraction.

5.10.6.1 Next steps

Manage data sources

Set up the data extraction

Define the transformation
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5.10.7 Download pipeline event log

You need the feature set ETL - Superuser Role to download the pipeline
event log. Your workspace administrator can enable it for you.

For each pipeline execution with finished Load step, you can download the
pipeline event log as a file in XES format.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your data model and scroll down to Pipeline logs.

The logs are displayed.

2. To view more details on a log entry, click it.

The details open.

3. Click .

The file is saved to your browser's download folder.

5.10.7.1 Next steps

Export and import a data model

5.11 Troubleshooting data pipeline errors

This section provides solutions to common issues with data pipelines.

If a problem continues, please contact our SAP Signavio service experts on the
SAP ONE Support Launchpad.

5.11.1 Transformation

Find solutions to errors that can occur during the transformation.

5.11.1.1 Ambiguous names or aliases for columns

The pipeline fails with a message like this:

Error executing TransformationProcessor CASE - (Error [[Simba][AthenaJDBC](100071)
An error has been thrown from the AWS Athena client. SYNTAX_ERROR: line 1:1: Column name
'SalesDocId' specified more than once. You may need to manually clean the data at location 's3://...'
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Solution:

All columns must have unique names or aliases. To fix the error, assign unique
names or aliases to all columns exposed by the case collector query.

5.11.1.2 Incorrect timestamp format

Column names can be interpreted as time values or date-time values with time
zone information.

If queries in a case attribute script contain such column names, the pipeline fails
with a message like this:

Error creating BusinessObject: Error [[Simba][AthenaJDBC](100071) An error has been thrown from
the AWS Athena client.
Invalid column type for column Test Time: current_time: Unsupported Hive type: time with time zone
[Execution ID: ...]] while running query
[CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW view_bo_case_522894a9d93b4181b6b0c70d99c26073 ASWITH...

If queries in event collectors scripts contain such column names, the pipeline fails
with a message like this:

Error executing TransformationProcessor EVENT - (Error [[Simba][AthenaJDBC](100071) An error
has been thrown from the AWS Athena client.
NOT_SUPPORTED: Unsupported Hive type: time with time zone [Execution ID: c4b712a5-6559-
4183-9ce1-cf42bb0e9b74]] while running query [UNLOAD...

Solution:

To fix the error, change your query to avoid creating any column with a name that
can result in time zone information.

If you are using an Athena/Presto function, read in the Presto documentation
which function doesn't include timezone information on its output.

5.11.1.3 Special characters in column or alias names

When column or alias names contain special characters, the pipeline fails. For
example, when a column with the name "SalesDoc,Number" results in a failing
pipeline with a message like this:

Error executing TransformationProcessor EVENT - (Error [[Simba][AthenaJDBC](100071) An error
has been thrown from the AWS Athena client. NOT_FOUND: Table {has_encrypted_data=false,
columns=c_caseid,c_eventname,c_time,column,name, write.compression=GZIP,
columns.types=varchar(8):varchar(13):timestamp:varchar(13), should_skip_create=true}.unload_
target_... does not have columns [column,name] [Execution ID: 7e880cd9-95eb-4cb3-89b8-
e30ad745f44a]] while running query [UNLOAD (WITH x AS ( SELECT 'c1111111' c_caseid , 'an
event name' c_eventname , "from_unixtime"(...) c_time , 'a fixed value' "SalesDoc,Number" )
SELECT * FROM x ) TO 's3://...' WITH (format = 'TEXTFILE') ] or [WITH schema_discovery AS ( 
WITH x AS ( SELECT 'c1111111' c_caseid , 'an event name' c_eventname , "from_unixtime"(...) c_
time , 'a fixed value' "SalesDoc,Number" ) SELECT * FROM x ) SELECT * FROM schema_discovery
LIMIT 0] against Athena database [etl_...])

Solution:
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Column names and aliases can contain only alpha-numeric and allowed special
characters.

To fix the error, read Customize tables and columns and replace any other spe-
cial characters from the queries in the failing script.

5.11.1.4 Unknown column type

The pipeline fails with an error related to an unknown column type.

Example:

"Error executing TransformationProcessor EVENT - (Error [[Simba][AthenaJDBC](100071) An error
has been thrown from the AWS Athena client. SYNTAX_ERROR: line 1:1: Column type is unknown:
EventCreatedByUserType.

This error occurs when the column value is null:

SELECT
...
, null EventCreatedByUserType
...

Solution:

To fix the error, modify the query as follows:

SELECT
...
, cast(null as varchar) EventCreatedByUserType
...

5.11.2 Next steps

Add or customize transformation rules

Column alias
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6 Analyze process data
This section describes the analysis features of SAP Signavio Process Intel-
ligence.

To analyze the process data that have been uploaded to your process, you create
an investigation.

You can create many investigations for a process. In each investigation, you can
combine the data related to a different aspect.

In an investigation, you add widgets to visualize your process data. You can also
do the following:

o Add chapters to an investigation to structure the data

o Work with preconfigured metrics

o Narrow down the data with filters

To share the data insights, you can do the following:

o Share investigations in SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub

o Add live insights to BPMN diagrams

6.1 Next steps

Add and duplicate an investigation

Add, edit, copy, and delete chapters

Add metrics to an investigation

Filter process data

Share an investigation with other applications

Display widgets in other applications

6.2 Manage investigations

An investigation is the analysis view of the process data.

This section explains how you create, share, and work with investigations.
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6.2.1 Add and duplicate an investigation

You can create a new investigation or duplicate an existing one.

6.2.1.1 Create an investigation

Follow these steps:

1. Open your process.

2. In the sidebar, click New investigation.

The investigation settings opens.

3. Enter a name and select a data view.

If no data views exist, the complete attribute set is available for invest-
igation. If more than one data view is available, select the one you want
from the list.

4. To compare the actual process data with the process model, you can link a
BPMN model.

To link a model, type to search for a process.

The latest diagram revision is linked.

This is needed for the widgets Activity List and Process Conformance.

5. To add a metrics bar, select the metrics to display from the drop-down list.

6. Confirm with Go to investigation.

The investigation is added and opens.

By default, the Process Discovery widget is displayed.

6.2.1.2 Duplicate an investigation

Users with the manager role for a process can change all data views of
a duplicated investigation.

Analysts can only change the data views to which they have access.

To duplicate an investigation, follow these steps:
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1. Open your process.

2. Under All investigations, click > Duplicate for the investigation you

want to duplicate.

The investigation is duplicated and displayed with (Copy) added behind the
investigation name.

6.2.1.3 Next steps

Define access to process data with data views

Add a metrics bar

Add widgets to an investigation

6.2.2 Edit and delete an investigation

You need the manager or analyst role for a process to use these func-
tions.

6.2.2.1 Edit investigation settings

Follow these steps:

1. Open your process.

The investigation overview opens.

2. Under All investigations, select the investigation and click .

3. Click .

The investigation settings open.

4. Apply your changes.

5. Confirm with Done.

Your changes are applied to the investigation.
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6.2.2.2 Delete an investigation

Deleting an investigation can't be undone.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your process.

The investigation overview opens.

2. Under All investigations, select the investigation and click .

3. Click .

A dialog opens.

4. Confirm with Delete.

The investigation is deleted.

6.2.2.3 Next steps

Filter process data

Add metrics to an investigation

Add widgets to an investigation

6.2.3 Share an investigation with SAP Signavio Process
Intelligence users

As the owner of an investigation, you can share your investigations with other
SAP Signavio Process Intelligence users.

You are by default the owner of investigations that you create or duplicate. The
owner of an investigation is displayed in the investigation list and inside of an
investigation in the top right.

You have the following options:
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Icon Sharing
option Description

Private

Only the owner can view and edit the investigation. This is
the default state.

This setting is useful to hide draft investigations from the
navigation.

Anyone
can view

Any SAP Signavio Process Intelligence user can view the invest-
igation, but only the owner can edit it.

Anyone
can edit

Any SAP Signavio Process Intelligence user can view and edit the
investigation.

The manager of the process can always see and edit the invest-
igations.

Restricting the accessibility of an investigation only prevents other
users from accessing the investigation in the user interface. This
means that administrative API processes can still change restricted
investigations.

To share an investigation, follow these steps:

1. Open your process.

The investigation overview opens.

2. Under All investigations, click the icon to set the sharing option.

3. Select the sharing option.

The investigation is shared according to your setting.
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6.2.3.1 Next steps

Filter process data

Add metrics to an investigation

Add widgets to an investigation

Share an investigation with other applications

6.2.4 Share an investigation with other applications

The following users can view investigations by default:

o Users with the manager or analyst role of a process

o Workspace administrators of SAP Signavio Process Manager

6.2.4.1 Share investigations in SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub

You can share investigations with users who don't have access to SAP Signavio
Process Intelligence.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your process and click Process settings.

2. Under Data views, select the data view to share and assign the users who
should view the investigations.

Read more in section Define access to process data with data views.

3. Under Users, add the users and assign them the consumer role and the
data view.

Read more in section Roles and user management.

The selected users can view the investigations in SAP Signavio Process
Collaboration Hub.

6.2.4.2 Next steps

Share an investigation with SAP Signavio Process Intelligence users

Export and import an investigation
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6.2.5 Export and import an investigation

You can use your investigations in different processes and workspaces. For that,
you export your investigation and import it into another process. To speed up the
creation of an investigation, you can even import it into the same process.

The export only includes references to process data, not the actual process data.
Whether you need to configure an imported investigation depends on how much
the data of the source and target process differ.

The following applies:

o You can import an investigation in any process.

o The more similar the data, the less configuration is required after an import.

Investigations are exported as JSON files.

6.2.5.1 What is exported

The following settings and configurations are exported:

o widgets

o chapters

o filters

o the metrics bar

o SiGNAL queries that are configured in widgets

o metrics that are added to the process, including their variables

o references to process data

o references to custom attributes

The export does not include the following:

o actual process data

o custom attributes

o the link to a BPMN process model

6.2.5.2 Export an investigation

Follow these steps:
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1. Open your process.

2. Under All investigations, click > Export for the investigation you want to

export.

The investigation is exported as a JSON file. The file is saved to your
browser's download folder.

6.2.5.3 Import an investigation

Follow these steps:

1. Open your process.

2. Click Import.

The import dialog opens.

3. Select the JSON file and the data view into which you want to import the
investigation.

4. Confirm with Next.

The investigation to import is checked.

If there aren't any conflicts, the investigation is imported.

If there are conflicts, you have the following options:

o Import the investigation as is.

The investigation is imported. You then need to reconfigure the wid-
gets that show no or a wrong result.

o Resolve import conflicts.

The dialog for resolving conflicts opens.

5. Confirm with Save and import.

The investigation is imported.

6.2.5.4 Resolve import conflicts

Conflicts display in the following cases:

o the same name is used for a metric in both the exported investigation and
the target process, but the metrics have different SiGNAL code
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o the same name is used for a metric variable in both the exported invest-
igation and the target process, but the variables have different values

o widgets are configured with custom attributes

You resolve conflicting items as follows:

Metric vari-
ables

For each conflicting variable, a new name is suggested.

You have the following options:

o Import a variable with a new name. You can use the suggested
name or edit it. The variable is added to the process.

o Keep the variable name from the source investigation. The vari-
able in the target process is overwritten. Widgets of the target
process using this variable can show a false or no result.

Metrics For each conflicting metric, a new name is suggested.

You have the following options:

o Import a metric with a new name. You can use the suggested
name or edit it. The metric is added to the process.

o Keep the metric name from the source investigation. The met-
ric in the target process is overwritten. Widgets in existing
investigations of the target process using this metric can show
a false or no result.

Custom
attributes

For each conflicting attribute, you can select an attribute to which
you want to map it.

You have the following options:

o Map an attribute. The attribute reference used in widgets of the
investigation to import is updated.

o Don't map an attribute. The attribute reference is outdated.
Widgets using this reference in the investigation to import can
show a false or wrong result.

6.2.5.5 Next steps

Share an investigation with SAP Signavio Process Intelligence users

Work with metrics
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Visualize data in widgets

6.2.6 Add, edit, copy, and delete chapters

A chapter is a section in an investigation. You can group widgets in chapters.

You need the manager or analyst role for a process to use these func-
tions.

6.2.6.1 Create a chapter

Follow these steps:

1. Open your investigation.

2. In the sidebar, click New chapter.

3. Type a name and press Enter.

The chapter is added.

6.2.6.2 Rename a chapter

Follow these steps:

1. Open your investigation.

2. Hover over the chapter title.

The icon is displayed next to the chapter name.

3. Click on the chapter title, rename it, and press Enter.

The chapter title is renamed.

6.2.6.3 Change the chapter description

Follow these steps:

1. Open your investigation.

2. In the sidebar, select the chapter to edit.

3. Click in the chapter title.
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The chapter settings open.

4. You can change the description.

5. Confirm with Save.

Your changes are applied to the chapter.

6.2.6.4 Copy a chapter

You can copy a chapter within an investigation or to any other of your invest-
igations. In either case, the chapter is copied at the end of the investigation. Fol-
low these steps:

1. Open your investigation.

2. In the sidebar, select the chapter to copy.

3. Click in the chapter title and select Copy to.

4. Select the investigation into which you want to copy the chapter.

5. Confirm with Paste here.

The chapter is copied to the selected investigation. If you have applied fil-
ters to the chapter, these filters are copied as well.

6.2.6.5 Change the chapter order

Follow these steps:

1. Open your investigation.

2. In the sidebar, select the chapter to move.

3. Click in the chapter title and select Move up or Move down.

The chapter is moved.

6.2.6.6 Delete a chapter

Deleting a chapter can't be undone.

Follow these steps:
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1. Open your investigation.

2. In the sidebar, select the chapter to delete.

3. Click in the chapter title and select Delete.

The chapter and contained widgets are deleted.

6.2.6.7 Next steps

Filter process data

Add widgets to an investigation

6.3 Filter process data

You can use filters to reduce the process data to the part that interests you most.

This section describes the filter options available in investigations, chapters, and
widgets.

Some widgets provide more options to create filters based on data selected in the
widget. Read more on the single widgets in section All widgets.

6.3.1 Filter levels

In an investigation, you can apply filters on different levels:

Level Description

Investigation Filters apply to the data in all chapters and all widgets.

Chapter
Filters apply to the data in all widgets in the chapter.

Applying filters to chapters is only possible if chapters exist.

Widget Filters only apply to the widget.

6.3.2 Combine filters

You can combine filters as follows:
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o Create filters on multiple levels, for example one filter for a chapter and a
second one for a widget

o Create multiple filters on one level, for example multiple filters for a widget

o Create multiple filters on multiple levels

Multiple filters are always combined with the logical AND operator.

6.3.3 Create a filter

Follow these steps:

1. Open an investigation. You have the following options:

o To filter an investigation or a chapter, click in the title of the invest-

igation.

o To filter a chapter, click in the title of the chapter.

o To filter a widget, click in the widget and select Add filter.

The filter creation dialog opens.

2. Select a filter type, read more in section Filter types.

3. Specify the data to include or exclude in the filter.

4. Confirm with Save.

The filter is created.

6.3.4 Filter result

Any filter or change to a filter is immediately applied to the process data.

Example:
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The number of cases included in the filter result is displayed in the title bar.

Example:
3 filters are applied to this investigation or chapter. The filter result includes
185 cases, which is 21% of the cases.

2 filters are applied to the widget. The filter result includes 175 cases. When

you hover over , the amount is also displayed in percent.

6.3.5 Edit a filter

Follow these steps:

1. Find the filter to edit. You have the following options:

o To edit the filter of an investigation or a chapter, click the filter name in
the title.

o To edit the filter of a widget, click . In the list, click for the filter

you want to edit.

The dialog for editing opens.
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2. Apply your changes and confirm with Save.

The filter is updated.

6.3.6 Remove a filter

You have the following options:

o To remove the filter of an investigation or a chapter, click the filter name in
the title and click Remove.

o To remove the filter of a widget, click . In the list, click for the filter

you want to remove.

6.3.7 Filter types

The following filters are available:

o Activities

Limit your view to the data of specific activities or exclude activities from
your view.

o Behavior

Limit your view to activities that show a specific behavior.

o Case cycle time

Filter for cases with a specific cycle time.

o Case event count

Filter for cases with a specific amount of events.

o Case ID

Use the ID to select which cases are displayed.

o Date

Filter for cases with a specific status and a data range.

o Case attributes

Filter for case attributes with specific values.
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For duration filters, you can choose between different time intervals, for example
days, hours, minutes, seconds, and milliseconds.

Duration and range filters offer different relational operators.

6.4 Capture or generate insights

Use the insights feature to uncover problems and inefficiencies in your process.
You can capture personal insights as well as get automated insights. Members of
your organization can also access the captured insights.

Insights contain a snapshot of the data and a description of the discovery. The
data snapshot visualizes the data at the time of capture.

6.4.1 Manual insights

Capture your insights from a personal discovery in process data. For example, if
you discover bottlenecks or peak loads and want to follow-up on them. Read how
to add insights on an investigation and on a widget in section Capture manual
insights.

6.4.2 Automated insights

Automated insights are generated by a built-in analytical engine. This engine
provides advanced statistics and data points of interest. Insights generation is
based on the following:

o Algorithms

For example, the algorithms detect correlations or anomalies in the data
set. These algorithms are built in and can't be customized.

o Metrics

All metrics that are assigned to your process are used to generate insights.
Read how to customize the metrics of your process in section Add metrics
to a process.

You can save automated insights which are then added to the Insights man-
agement page. You can also turn them into widgets which are then added to an
investigation. Read more in section Generate automated insights.
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6.4.2.1 Anomaly detection

Anomaly detection is based on the identification of outliers. For that, each metric
is grouped based on the selected columns. The metric values that fall outside the
range of the mean +/- twice the weighted standard deviation (95%) are identified
and displayed in a bar chart.

Examples insights:

o The net promoter score (NPS) is 30% below the average for a given country
of interest.

o The cycle time is 30% above the average for a given currency.

The following limits apply to insight generation:

o A maximum of 10 insights on outliers is displayed.

o 1 insight is created per metric and column pair.

o A column must contain 2-500 distinct values to be considered for insights
generation. The number of rows isn't limited.

6.4.2.2 Correlation

Correlation determination is based on the Pearson Correlation Coefficient.

The algorithm calculates the coefficient for all pairs of case level attributes with
numeric values. Custom attributes are also considered. Insights are provided
when the calculation produces one of the following results:

o The coefficient is equal to or greater than 0.5.

o The coefficient is equal to or less than 0.5.

Insights are displayed for the 5 strongest correlations.

Read more on custom attributes in section Custom attributes.

6.4.3 Filters

Filters of investigations or widgets are applied to the following operations:

o capture insights manually

o generate automated insights

o turn automated insights into widgets
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Changes to filters aren't applied to existing insights. When you change a filter,
you need to create new insights.

Read more in section Filter process data.

6.4.4 Data views

Data views control the data for which users can create insights. Also, users can
only access insights for data views to which they have access.

If insights exist for a data view, changes to the data view aren't applied to the
existing insights. So, the data snapshot is still visible to anyone with access to the
data view. If you want to restrict a data view, we recommend to create a new data
view and re-assign the users.

Read how to generate insights for a specific data view in section Generate
insights for a process.

Read more in data views in section Define access to process data with data
views.

6.4.5 Capture manual insights

This section discusses how to add insights in investigations and widgets.

When you add insights to the following widgets, a snapshot of the data displays in
the insight:

o Breakdown

o Over time

o SiGNAL table

o Value

Other widgets don't provide a visual snapshot of the data.

6.4.5.1 Add an insight

Follow these steps:

1. Open an investigation.

2. In the investigation or on a widget, click .
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The insights side menu opens.

3. Click Add new.

4. Enter a name and description for the insight.

5. You can specify the following options:

o Status

o Value driver

o Assignee

Read more in the sections Assign statuses and value drivers and Assign
users.

6. Click Save.

The insight is captured.

You can then access all insights on the Insights management page of the pro-
cess. Also, you can access specific insights as follows:

o To access insights created for an investigation or a widget, click in an

investigation and navigate to the Saved tab.

o To access insights created for a widget, click in the widget.

6.4.5.2 Next steps

Manage insights

6.4.6 Generate automated insights

The insights generation can be started from any investigation or from the Insights
management page. The more metrics that are set up for a process, the more
insights can be generated.

You can save any insight on the Insights management page or turn it into a wid-
get on an investigation.
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6.4.6.1 Set up metrics for insights generation

The more metrics are assigned to a process, the longer it can take to
generate insights.

The cycle time metric is available by default in every process. So, you can gen-
erate cycle time-based insights immediately. Read how to set up metrics for your
process in section Add metrics to a process.

6.4.6.2 Generate insights for an investigation

Filters applied to the investigation are taken into account when generating
insights.

To generate insights for an investigation, follow these steps:

1. Open an investigation and click .

The insights side menu opens.

2. Select the Automated tab and click Explore automated insights.

A list of insights generates. Each insight contains a description and a visu-
alization of the data.

3. You have the following options:

o Save insights to the Insights management page, read more in section
Save an automated insight

o Turn insights into widgets and add them to an investigation, read more
in section Turn an insight into a widget

6.4.6.3 Generate insights for a process

Insights can be generated for processes, even if they don't have any investigation
yet.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a process and select the Insights section.

2. If you have access to multiple data views, you can select for which data
view to generate the insights.

3. Click New insights.
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The insights side menu opens.

4. Click Explore automated insights.

A list of insights generates. Each insight contains a description and a visu-
alization of the data.

5. You have the following options:

o Save insights to the Insights management page, read more in section
Save an automated insight

o Turn insights into widgets and add them to an investigation, read more
in section Turn an insight into a widget

6.4.6.4 Save an automated insight

In the list of generated insights, click Save insight. The insight is added to the
Insights management page. For insights that were generated for investigations,
the insight is also added to the list of generated insights on the Saved tab. You
can then assign a user, status, or value driver to the insight. Read more in section
Manage insights.

6.4.6.5 Turn an insight into a widget

In the list of generated insights, to turn insights into widgets and add them to an
investigation, follow these steps:

1. Click Add to investigation.

2. Select the investigation and a chapter.

If you are already in an investigation, you only need to select the chapter.

3. Confirm with Paste here.

The widget is added and you can explore the data further.

You can then assign a user, status, or value driver to the insight. Read more in
section Manage insights.

6.4.6.6 Next steps

Manage insights

Manage widgets

Define access to process data with data views
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6.4.7 Manage insights

You can do the following:

o Edit and delete insights

o Assign users to insights

o Classify insights using statuses and value drivers

o Navigate from an insight to the original investigation

6.4.7.1 Edit insights

You can edit an insight in three places, on the Insights management page of a
process, in an investigation, and in a widget.

To edit an insight in the Insights management page, follow these steps:

1. Click an insight or hover over an insight and click .

The insights side menu opens.

2. Apply your changes and click Save.

To edit an insight in an investigation or widget, follow these steps:

1. Click on the investigation or widget.

The insights side menu opens.

2. Select an insight and click .

3. Apply your changes and click Save.

6.4.7.2 Assign users

To identify who created an insight or who needs to take action on an insight, you
can assign insights to SAP Signavio Process Intelligence users.

You can assign a user on the Insights management page or during insight cre-
ation.

To assign a user in the Insights management page, follow these steps:

1. Click an insight or hover over an insight and click .

The insights side menu opens.
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2. Select an Assignee for the insight. By default, the creator of the insight is
the assignee.

3. Confirm with Save.

Any user with access to the process can view which insights are assigned to
whom.

6.4.7.3 Assign statuses and value drivers

To facilitate further processing of saved insights, you can assign them a status
and a value driver:

o The options Open and Resolved are available for the status.

o A value driver is a label which helps in organizing, classifying, and providing
context to your insights. The list of value drivers corresponds to the set of
KPIs in SAP's KPI Catalog and can't be customized. Find more information
on the KPI Catalog in the SAP Help Portal.

You can assign a status and value driver on the Insights management page or
during insight creation.

To assign a status or a value driver in the Insights management page, follow
these steps:

1. Click an insight or hover over an insight and click .

The insights side menu opens.

2. Select a Status for the insight. By default, the status is set to Open.

3. Select a Value driver for the insight. By default, no value driver is assigned.

4. Confirm with Save.

Any user with access to the process can view the assigned status and value
driver.

6.4.7.4 Navigate to investigation

To not lose track of the context on the Insights management page, insights that
were captured manually link back to the investigation where they were created.

To navigate to the investigation, follow these steps:
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1. On the Insights management page, click an insight or hover over an insight

and click .

The insights side menu opens.

2. To open the investigation, click .

This option is only available in the following cases:

o When insights were captured for an investigation or widget.

o When you were granted access to the investigation. Read more in sec-
tion Roles and user management.

o When the investigation is not private. Read more in section Share an
investigation with SAP Signavio Process Intelligence users.

The investigation opens.

6.4.7.5 Delete insights

You can delete an insight in three places, on the Insights management page of a
process, in an investigation, and in a widget.

Deleting an insight can't be undone.

To delete an insight in the Insights management page, follow these steps:

1. Click an insight or hover over an insight and click .

2. Click Delete.

To delete an insight in an investigation or a widget, follow these steps:

1. Click on the investigation or widget.

The insights side menu opens.

2. Hover over an insight and click .

3. Click Delete.
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6.5 Work with metrics

SAP Signavio Process Intelligence comes with a set of metrics. The value or val-
ues of a metric are determined with a preconfigured SiGNAL query.

Some metrics work out of the box, others contain variables to which you need to
assign values. You may also need to customize the SiGNAL query.

6.5.1 Access to metrics

To access the metrics, open your process and click Metrics in the sidebar.

6.5.2 Access rights for metrics

Users with the manager role for a process decide which metrics are available.
They can do the following:

o Add metrics from the library to a process

o Customize existing metrics

o Create own metrics

o Share metrics between workspaces by exporting and importing

Users with the manager or analyst role can use the metrics of a process in their
investigations. They have the following options:

o Configure widgets to display the output of a metric

o Add a metric bar with preconfigured widgets

6.5.3 Next steps

Add metrics to a process

Add metrics to an investigation

Export and import metrics

Add widgets to an investigation
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6.5.4 Add metrics to a process

You specify for your process which metrics are available. To add a metric, you've
the following options:

o choose a metric from the library

o duplicate an existing metric

o create a new metric

Users can then use the metrics in the investigations for this process.

Before you can add metrics, you need to upload data to your process.
Read more in the sections Upload process data files and Provide
data with ETL data pipelines.

6.5.4.1 Add from library

Follow these steps:

1. Select your process from the All processes overview.

The investigation view opens.

2. In the sidebar, click Metrics.

The metrics overview opens.

3. Click New metric > Add from metric library.

The dialog for adding a metric opens. Use the filters on the left to narrow
down the metrics by topic.

4. Select the metrics you want to add.

5. Confirm with Save.

The metrics are added to your process.

If the metric status is 'Invalid', you need to customize the query or assign val-
ues to the metric variables. Read more in section Edit and delete metrics.

6.5.4.2 Duplicate a metric

Follow these steps:
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1. Select your process from the All processes overview.

The investigation view opens.

2. In the sidebar, click Metrics.

The metrics overview opens.

3. Hover over the metric you want to duplicate and click .

The dialog for adding a metric opens.

4. You can edit the metric, read more in section Edit a metric.

5. Confirm with Save.

The metric is added to the top of the list.

6.5.4.3 Create a custom metric

Follow these steps:

1. Select your process from the All processes overview.

The investigation view opens.

2. In the sidebar, click Metrics.

The metrics overview opens.

3. Click New metric > Create custom metric.

The dialog for metric editing opens.

4. Enter a name and a description.

5. To add a unit, select a unit type from the drop-down list Choose unit type:

o Duration: The duration in displayed.

o Currency: Choose a currency value from the drop-down list Currency.

o Suffix: Enter a custom unit in the field Suffix.

To add a space between the value and the unit, enter first the space
and then the unit.

A unit can also be set in Value widgets, read more in section Add a unit.

6. Enter your SiGNAL query.

A preview of the query result is displayed.
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7. If the query contains variables, you need to assign values. Read more in
section Assign variable values in a metric.

8. Confirm with Save.

The metric is added to your process.

6.5.4.4 Next steps

Edit and delete metrics

6.5.5 Edit and delete metrics

When you edit a metric, the following applies:

o You can edit any metric that you have added to your process.

o Any change applies only to the metric added to your process. The metric in
the library set remains unchanged.

6.5.5.1 Edit a metric

Follow these steps:

1. Select your process from the All processes overview.

The investigation view opens.

2. In the sidebar, click Metrics.

The metrics overview opens.

3. Hover over the metric you want to edit and click .

The dialog for metric editing opens.

4. Apply your changes. You can edit the following:

o Name and description

o Unit

o SiGNAL query

o Variables

5. Confirm with Save.

Your changes are applied to the metric.
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6.5.5.2 Assign variable values in a metric

Follow these steps:

1. Select your process from the All processes overview.

The investigation view opens.

2. In the sidebar, click Metrics.

The metrics overview opens.

3. Hover over the metric you want to edit and click .

The dialog for metric editing opens. If the query has variables, a text field is
displayed below the query.

4. Enter the variable values, for example SiGNAL expressions, thresholds,
events, or attributes.

5. Confirm with Save.

The variables are set.

6.5.5.3 Bulk assign variable values

You can assign variable values in bulk for all metrics in a process.

Follow these steps:

1. Select your process from the All processes overview.

The investigation view opens.

2. In the sidebar, click Metrics.

The metrics overview opens.

3. Click Edit variables.

The dialog for editing variables opens. The variables of all metrics in the pro-
cess are displayed.

4. Enter the variable values, for example SiGNAL expressions, thresholds,
events, or attributes.

5. Confirm with Save.

The variables are set.
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6.5.5.4 Delete a metric from the process

Deleting a metric can't be undone and breaks the widgets in which the
metric is used.

It's not possible to delete a metric from the library.

To delete a metric from your process, follow these steps:

1. Select your process from the All processes overview.

The investigation view opens.

2. In the sidebar, click Metrics.

The metrics overview opens.

3. Hover over the metric you want to delete and click .

When a widget was configured with this metric, the related investigation is
displayed.

4. To confirm the warning, click Delete.

The metric is deleted.

6.5.5.5 Next steps

Add widgets to an investigation

6.5.6 Export and import metrics

You need the manager role for a process to use these functions.

With the export and import functions, you can use your metrics in different work-
spaces.

A metric file can contain one or more metrics.

6.5.6.1 Export metrics

Follow these steps:
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1. Select your process from the All processes overview.

The investigation view opens.

2. In the sidebar, click Metrics.

The metrics overview opens.

3. Select the metrics to export.

4. Click Export.

The metrics are exported as a JSON file. The file is saved to your browser's
download folder.

6.5.6.2 Import metrics

Follow these steps:

1. Select your process from the All processes overview.

The investigation view opens.

2. In the sidebar, click Metrics.

The metrics overview opens.

3. On the metrics page, click New metric > Upload metrics.

The file selection dialog opens.

4. Select your JSON file and click Save.

The metrics are uploaded.

6.5.7 Add metrics to an investigation

You need the manager or analyst role for a process to use these func-
tions.

6.5.7.1 Configure widgets to display the output of a metric

To configure widgets to display the output of one or more metrics, follow the
instructions in section Add a widget.
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6.5.7.2 Add a metrics bar

The metrics bar contains widgets that are preconfigured with metrics. You specify
the widgets that are displayed in the bar.

A user with the manager role needs to add metrics to the process
before you can select metrics for the metrics bar. Read more in section
Add metrics to a process.

The following applies to the metrics bar:

o The metrics bar is always located at the top of an investigation. You can't
move it.

o You can change the order in which the metrics are displayed.

o Each metric is displayed in a widget that best fits the respective metric. You
can't edit these widgets.

To add a metrics bar, follow these steps:

1. Open your process.

2. For a new investigation, click New investigation in the sidebar. For an exist-
ing investigation, click Investigation settings in the sidebar.

The dialog for configuring the investigation opens.

3. Under Configure metrics bar, select one or more metrics from the drop-
down list.

4. Confirm with Done.

The metrics are displayed in your investigation.

6.5.7.3 Remove a metric from the metrics bar

Follow these steps:

1. Open your process and select the investigation.

2. In the sidebar, click Investigation settings.

The dialog for configuring the investigation opens.

3. Under Configure metrics bar, click for the metric you want to remove.
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4. Confirm with Done.

The metric is no longer displayed in the investigation.

6.5.8 Select data views for metrics

You need the analyst role for your process to use this function.

You can select the data views assigned to you to check if the metrics are valid.

Follow these steps:

1. Select your process from the All processes overview.

The investigation view opens.

2. In the sidebar, click Metrics.

The metrics overview opens.

3. Select a data view from the Select data view drop-down list.

If the metric status is 'Invalid', you need to customize the query or assign val-
ues to the metric variables. Read more in section Edit and delete metrics.
The metric status can also be 'Invalid' because of restricted access in the
selected data view. In this case, contact your manager.

6.6 Visualize data in widgets

Widgets are objects offering dynamic content that you can put into an invest-
igation. You use them to organize and visualize information about your process.
As a result, you can evaluate and benchmark the performance of your business
processes.

This section explains how you create and work with widgets in an investigation.

Read more about the different widgets in section All widgets.

6.6.1 Add widgets to an investigation

While some widgets work without any setup, others need configuration to display
the information you want.
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A widget can provide the following configuration options:

o Configuration by case and event attributes

o Configuration by a SiGNAL query

o Configuration by selecting one or more metrics

Which options are available, depends on the widget.
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6.6.1.1 Widget overview
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Widget Description Configuration
required

Activity List

List the activ-
ities of the pro-
cess,
including the
total number
of occur-
rences

-

Breakdown

Visualize the
division or dis-
tribution of your
data in different
charts

yes

Case Table

Display a table
with case inform-
ation that you
select

yes

Correlation

Display how
much two case-
level attributes
correlate with
each other in a
scatter plot
chart

yes

Diagram

Display a dia-
gram that you
select from your
SAP Signavio
Process Man-
ager workspace

yes

Distribution
Display the dis-
tribution of dur-
ation attributes

yes

Over time
Display activ-
ities in your pro-
cess over time

yes

Process Conformance
Display the path
of a selected pro-
cess variant

-

Process Discovery
Create and dis-
play a process -
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Widget Description Configuration
required

model based on
the event log
data

Process Funnel
Display the
traffic through
your process

-

Variant Explorer

Display one or
more paths of
process vari-
ants

-

Spreadsheet

Display a
spreadsheet
into which you
can enter data

-

SiGNAL table

Display the
result of a
SiGNAL query
as a table

yes

Text

Display a rich
text section
into which you
can enter text

-

Value

Display
aggregated
case data

yes

Variable Importance – Relate

Display which
attributes
relate to a
selected tar-
get attribute

yes

6.6.1.2 Add a widget

Follow these steps:
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1. Open an investigation.

2. If available, navigate to the chapter to which you want to add the widget.

3. Click Add widget and select a widget.

The widget configuration dialog opens.

4. If the widget requires configuration, select the configuration type under Wid-
get type and specify the data you want to display.

5. For some widgets, you can preview the data, read more in section Data pre-
view.

6. Click Save.

The widget is added to the investigation.

6.6.1.3 Data preview

In the widget configuration dialog, you can preview the result of your data selec-
tion.

Preview options

It depends on the widget which preview option is available. For
example, preconfigured widgets don't offer a SiGNAL preview.

The following preview options can be available:

o Preview - Display the chart or diagram with the data that is retrieved

o Data view - Display the query result as a table

o SiGNAL view - Display the SiGNAL query

o Attributes - Display the available case and event attributes

Copy SiGNAL code from the preview

In the SiGNAL view, you can select the SiGNAL code and copy it to the clipboard
with Ctrl+C for Windows or ⌘ + C for Mac.

6.6.1.4 Next steps

Copy or duplicate widgets

Manage widgets
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Add Live Insights to BPMN diagrams

6.6.2 Copy or duplicate widgets

You can create new widgets by copying or duplicating existing widgets:

o Copy – You can specify where the new widget is added, for example to
another chapter or another investigation.

o Duplicate – The duplicate is always automatically added next to or below the
original widget.

6.6.2.1 Copy a widget

You can copy a widget within an investigation or to another investigation. In either
case, you have to specify the chapter to which you want to copy the widget.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your investigation and find the widget you want to copy.

2. Click in the widget and select Copy to.

o If you want to copy the widget within the investigation, select the
chapter.

o If you want to copy the widget to a different investigation, click < in the
upper left corner to see all available investigations. Then select an
investigation and click > to select a chapter within this investigation.

3. Confirm with Paste here.

The widget is copied to the selected destination.

6.6.2.2 Duplicate a widget

You can duplicate a widget within a chapter or, if the investigation has no
chapters, within an investigation.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your investigation and find the widget you want to duplicate.

2. Click in the widget title and select Duplicate.
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The widget is copied and added next to or below the original widget.

6.6.2.3 Next steps

Manage widgets

All widgets

Filter process data

6.6.3 Manage widgets

Which options are available depends on the following aspects:

o the widget type

o the role you have for the process

6.6.3.1 Edit the widget configuration

Follow these steps:

1. Open your investigation and find the widget you want to edit.

2. Click in the widget and select Edit.

The dialog for widget editing opens.

3. Apply your changes.

4. Confirm with Save.

Your changes are applied to the widget.

6.6.3.2 Add an info text

You can add an info text to any widget. The info text is shown when users click

in the widget. This icon is displayed only if an info text is available.

Follow these steps:

1. Click in the widget and select Edit.

The dialog for widget editing is opened.

2. Enter the info text in the field Description.
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3. Confirm with Save.

The info text is added.

6.6.3.3 Change the widget order

You can move a widget within a chapter or, if the investigation has no chapters,
within an investigation.

Follow this step:

o Click in the widget title and select Move up or Move down.

The widget is moved.

If you want to move a widget to a different chapter, use the copy function. Read
more in section Copy or duplicate widgets.

6.6.3.4 Delete a widget

Deleting a widget can't be undone.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your investigation and find the widget you want to delete.

2. Click in the widget and select Delete.

The widget is deleted.

6.6.3.5 Next steps

All widgets

Copy or duplicate widgets

Filter process data

6.6.4 Exclude NULL values

A NULL value is used in the event log when the value for an attribute is empty.
Widgets always include NULL values unless they are explicitly excluded.

To exclude NULL values, you have the following options:
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o Adjust the filters applied to an investigation or a widget. It depends on the fil-
ter type whether NULL values can be excluded. Read more in section Filter
process data.

o Adjust the SiGNAL query used to configure a widget. This option is only
available on the following widgets:

o Breakdown

o Correlation

o Over time

o Value

Read how to change the widget configuration in section Edit the widget con-
figuration.

o Hide the NULL value group in the widget by deselecting it in the widget
legend. This is only possible when NULL values exist and attributes are
grouped. This option is only available on the following widgets:

o Breakdown

o Correlation

o Over time

6.6.5 Display widgets in other applications

Widgets can be displayed in the following applications:

o SAP Signavio Process Manager

o SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub

o SAP Signavio Journey Modeler

For this, you need the ID of a widget.

Users can only view a widget in other applications if you add them as
consumers to the data view.
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6.6.5.1 Get the widget ID

The following applies:

o The widget ID can't be copied when an investigation is private.
Read how to change the status of an investigation in section
Share an investigation with SAP Signavio Process Intelligence
users.

o Only widgets that support thresholds have a widget ID.

Read how to add thresholds to wid-
gets in the following sections:

o Breakdown

o Distribution

o Over time

o Value

To get the widget ID, follow these steps:

1. Open your investigation and find the widget.

2. Click in the widget and select Copy widget ID.

The ID is copied to the clipboard.

6.6.5.2 Add Live Insights to BPMN diagrams

How to add Live Insights that are linked to widgets to BPMN diagrams is
described in section Adding Live Insights.

The following applies:

o You need to define thresholds for a widget to link it to a Live Insights shape.

o For the color of the Live Insight to be visible, users need to be added to the
data view used to create the widget. Otherwise, the Live Insight stays grey.
Read more in section Define access to process data with data views.
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6.6.5.3 Display widgets in SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub

To display widgets in SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub, follow the instruc-
tions in section Monitoring widgets from SAP Signavio Process Intelligence.

6.6.5.4 Display widgets in SAP Signavio Journey Modeler

To display widgets in SAP Signavio Journey Modeler, follow the instructions in
section SAP Signavio Process Intelligence widgets.

6.6.6 Limitations on widgets

Read about the limitations that apply to widgets.

6.6.6.1 Configuration types

Only the following widgets can be configured with attributes, SiGNAL queries,
and metrics:

o Breakdown

o Over time

o Value

6.6.6.2 Over time widget

When you configure the Over time widget with attributes, the following is not sup-
ported:

o count of open cases

o count of started or ended cases

o groupings on event level

6.6.6.3 Widgets configured by a SiGNAL query or metrics

Widgets that are configured by a SiGNAL query or metrics don't support the fol-
lowing features:

o filtering on event-level

o user permissions
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6.6.7 Visibility of embedded widgets

6.6.7.1 Embed widgets

Widgets can be embedded as follows:

o in the SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub launchpad, read more in
section Monitoring widgets from SAP Signavio Process Intelligence

o in SAP Signavio Process Manager as Live Insights shapes in BPMN dia-
grams and value chains, read more in section Add Live Insights

o in journey models, read more in section SAP Signavio Process Intel-
ligence widgets

6.6.7.2 View embedded widgets

Users can only view embedded widgets in other applications if the following
requirements are met:

o Users have the minimum of read rights, this means the consumer role, for
the process in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence. Read more in section
Roles and user management.

o Users are added at least as consumers to the data view that is assigned to
the investigation. Read more in section Define access to process data with
data views.

6.7 All widgets

This is the section with details on the different widgets.

For each widget, there is a brief description and more information on these topics:

o Name and description

o Widget configuration

o What you can do in the widget

o If available, further widget functions

Read how to create and work with widgets in section Visualize data in widgets.
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6.7.1 Activity List

This widget lists all activities that occur in the loaded process data. The activities
are put into conforming and non-conforming groups. You can compare the activ-
ities of the actual process with those in the linked process model, to see how con-
forming your actual process data is. For all activities, the total number of
occurrences is given in absolute numbers, as well as percentages.

If no BPMN model is linked to the investigation, all activities are treated as non-
conforming.

Example:

The widget displays up to 6 activities by default. To show all activities, click
Expand. You can reduce the activity set again with Collapse.

6.7.1.1 Widget configuration

Before you start, make sure that a BPMN model is linked to the investigation.
Read more in section Create an investigation.

When you create this widget, you configure the following options:
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Option Mandatory Description

Name no

The name is displayed as the widget title.

If you don't provide a name while configuring this
widget, a name is set for you. In this case, the wid-
get type is used as the name.

Description no
The description is displayed as info text when users

click in the widget.

6.7.2 Breakdown

This widget visualizes the division or distribution of your data in charts.

For example, you can display the number of cases distributed across different cit-
ies.

Example:

6.7.2.1 Widget configuration

When you create this widget, you configure the following options:
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Option Mandatory Description

Name no

The name is displayed as the widget title.

If you don't provide a name while configuring this
widget, a name is set for you. In this case, if con-
figured using metrics, the metric name is used for
the default name. For other configuration types, the
widget type is used as the default name.

Description no
The description is displayed as info text when users

click in the widget.

Widget type yes

Choose an option:

o Attribute

o SiGNAL code

o Metric

Depending on the widget type, further con-
figurations options can be available.

Configure with attributes

Configure the following:
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Option Mandatory Description

Attribute
inputs yes

Set the following:

o Aggregation input, for example event or case
attributes

o Aggregation function:

o SUM

o COUNT

o AVG

o MIN

o MAX

To add more attributes, click Add Input.

Group by yes Choose how to group the data, for example by case attrib-
utes.

Configure with a SiGNAL query

Configure the following:

Option Mandatory Description

SiGNAL
query yes

Provide a SiGNAL query. A sample query is provided
by default.

Chart type yes

Select a chart type in the preview area.

Vertical stacked bar chart is the default setting.

Read more in section Set chart type.

Configure with metrics

Configure the following:
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Option Mandatory Description

Metric yes
Choose a metric.

For a multiple axis chart you need to select 2 metrics.

Group by yes Choose how to group the data, for example by case attrib-
utes.

Chart type yes

Select a chart type in the preview area.

Vertical stacked bar chart is the default setting.

Read more in section Set chart type.

Set chart type

Breakdown widgets configured with attributes can only display bar charts. For
SiGNAL- and metric-based widgets, different chart types are available.

You can set the following chart types in the widget configuration dialog:

o Column chart

If the orientation is vertical, the values are vertically arranged on top of each
other. If the orientation is horizontal, the values are arranged next to each
other. The distribution of the values is represented by the bar stripes. The
resulting bar represents the total value.

Example:
This stacked bar chart shows the average cycle time, grouped by order
status and customer type.

Vertical orientation:
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Horizontal orientation:
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o Column chart

Values are represented as vertical or horizontal bars.

Example:
This bar chart shows the average cycle time, grouped by city.

Vertical orientation:

Horizontal orientation:
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o Tree map

Hierarchical data is displayed as nested rectangles.

Example:
This tree map shows the average cycle time, grouped by city.
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o Pie chart

Values are represented as pie slices to show relative sizes of data.

Example:
This pie chart shows the average cycle time, grouped by city.
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o Dual axis chart

The values of two attributes or metrics are displayed on one chart to illus-
trate the relationships between the values.

You need to select two attributes or metrics in the widget con-
figuration dialog, otherwise the chart can't be created.

The bars represent the values of the first selected attribute or metric, the
line graph represents the values of the second selected value or metric.

To swap the representation, change the orientation from horizontal to ver-
tical or vice versa.

Example:
This multiple axis chart compares two metrics.
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The average cycle time per case is represented as bars, the average
number of reworks per case as a graph. Both metrics are grouped by city.

o Heat map

For a heat map to be created, the following applies:

o If the widget is configured with metrics, you need to select
two metrics in the widget configuration dialog.

o If the widget is configured with a SiGNAL query, you need
to specify 2 dimensions in the query.

Otherwise the chart can't be created

The values of two metrics are represented by colored fields. This type of
visualization is helpful to identify patterns. The color scale represents the
range between the minimum value and the maximum value. The value
range can be reduced to any range of interest by moving the sliders.
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Example:
This heat map shows the total number of cases, grouped by city and cus-
tomer type.

This heat map shows all values for the reduced range (50 to 100). Values
outside the value range are grayed-out:

o Sankey chart

You need to select two or more case attributes and one metric or
a counted or summed case attribute that represents a quantity in
the SiGNAL query, otherwise the chart can't be created.
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The flows based on selected attribute values are represented by links. The
width of the links is proportional to the quantity or size of the flow.

Example:
This sankey diagram visualizes the average order amount per city and
type of goods.

Hover over the diagram to display the value of the visualized quantity:
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o Table

The following applies:

o If the widget is configured with metrics, you need to select
two metrics in the widget configuration dialog, otherwise
the table can't be created. For the other configuration types,
no additional requirements apply.

o When you choose this chart type, the widget is turned into a
SiGNAL table widget. Then, you can't turn it back into a
Breakdown widget. Read more in section SiGNAL table.

The values are represented in a table.

Example:
The number of cases, city, and, customer type are displayed as table.

Ungrouped:
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Grouped by city:
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6.7.2.2 Show or hide data groups

For data that is grouped multiple times, you can show or hide the groups in the
widget. To do so, click the groups in the chart legend.

Example:
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6.7.2.3 Drill down into data

Explore multidimensional data by navigating from one level down to a more
detailed one. For this, you don't need to configure a new widget.

To drill down into your data, click in the widget and select an option. The res-

ult set is opened as a new widget.

The following options are available:

o Break down by another attribute you select

o View over time

o View distribution

Which option is available depends on whether you have selected data in the wid-
get.

6.7.2.4 Add a threshold

You can add a threshold to define boundaries for different regions of acceptance.
You have the following options to set and visualize the threshold:

o Line

The threshold is displayed as a dashed line including the threshold value
and label:

Example

o 2 regions
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Different background colors for the upper and lower region are assigned:

Example

o 3 regions

A second threshold can be set to define an upper and lower threshold. This
results in three regions: Above the upper threshold, below the lower
threshold, and between the thresholds:

Example

Follow these steps:

1. Click in the widget, then Threshold.

The threshold configuration dialog opens.
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2. Select the threshold option of your choice.

3. Specify the value and a label for the threshold.

4. You can re-assign the three available background colors. To do so, click the
color bar and select the color of your choice. To swap the color assignment,
click Swap color order.

5. Confirm with Save.

The threshold is added according to your settings.

When you add thresholds to a widget, you can link it to a Live Insights shape in
SAP Signavio Process Manager. Read more in section Add Live Insights.

To remove a threshold, select None in the threshold configuration dialog.

6.7.2.5 Add a filter based on selected data

You can select one or multiple bars and use this selection to set a filter:

1. Select the data.

You can select a single bar, a range of bars, and multiple individual bars.

2. Click in the widget and choose an option:

o Filter investigation

o Filter chapter

o Filter widget

You can include or exclude the selected data.

The data is filtered.

6.7.2.6 Export as CSV

The CSV export is available for widgets that are configured with metrics or a
SiGNAL query.

Follow this step:

o To export the widget data, click in the widget and select Export as

CSV.

The file is saved to your browser's download folder. The delimiter used is a
comma.
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Values for cycle time are always exported as milliseconds. If you need a different
time format, you need to convert the milliseconds outside of SAP Signavio Pro-
cess Intelligence.

6.7.2.7 Next steps

SiGNAL reference

Filter process data

6.7.3 Case Table

This widget displays a table with case information you select.

Example:

6.7.3.1 Widget configuration

When you create this widget, you configure the following options:
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Option Mandatory Description

Name no

The name is displayed as the widget title.

If you don't provide a name while configuring this
widget, a name is set for you. In this case, the wid-
get type is used as the name.

Description no
The description is displayed as info text when users

click in the widget.

Attributes yes Select the custom or case attributes from your process
data that you want to display in the table.

6.7.3.2 Sort table columns

Sort the columns in the case table by clicking the column header.

6.7.3.3 Add a threshold

You can set a threshold for each column with numeric data.

Follow these steps:

1. To open the threshold configuration dialog, hover over of a column and click

.

2. Select the threshold option of your choice.

3. Specify the value and a label for the threshold.

4. You can re-assign the three available background colors. To do so, click the
color bar and select the color of your choice. To swap the color assignment,
click Swap color order.

5. Confirm with Save.

The threshold is added according to your settings.

Example
SiGNAL table widget with a three regions threshold applied to the average
number of reworks per case:
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To remove a threshold, select None in the threshold configuration dialog.

6.7.3.4 Export as CSV

Follow this step:

o To export the widget data, click in the widget and select Export as

CSV.

The file is saved to your browser's download folder. The delimiter used is a
comma.

Values for cycle time are always exported as milliseconds. If you need a different
time format, you need to convert the milliseconds outside of SAP Signavio Pro-
cess Intelligence.

6.7.3.5 Next steps

Filter process data

6.7.4 Correlation

This widget provides a scatter plot. A scatter plot is a graphical representation of
two numerical variables plotted along two axes. This graph can be good when
your are trying to identify or show the relationship between two variables.
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Example:

This graph displays the correlation between the number of ordered items and
the order size. The grouping by countries reveals that Norway has bigger and
more valuable orders than the other countries.

6.7.4.1 Widget configuration

When you create a widget, you configure the following options:
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Option Mandatory Description

Name no

The name is displayed as the widget title.

If you don't provide a name while configuring this
widget, a name is set for you. In this case, the wid-
get type is used as the name.

Description no
The description is displayed as info text when users

click in the widget.

Widget type yes

Choose an option:

o Attribute

o SiGNAL code

Depending on the widget type, further configuration
options can be available.

Configure with attributes

Configure the following:

Option Mandatory Description

X-axis yes
Set the statistical characteristic for the X-axis, for
example a case attribute.

Y-axis yes
Set the statistical characteristic for the Y-axis, for
example a case attribute.

Group
by yes Choose how to group the data, for example by case attributes.

Configure with a SiGNAL query

Insert the SiGNAL query.

6.7.4.2 Show or hide data groups

For grouped data, you can show or hide the groups in the widget. To do so, click
the groups in the chart legend.
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Example:

6.7.4.3 Next steps

SiGNAL reference

Filter process data

6.7.5 Diagram

This widget displays a diagram from your SAP Signavio Process Manager work-
space.

Example:

You can select diagrams of the following types:
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o BPMN diagrams, read more in section Business Process Modeling and
Notation (BPMN)

o Value chains

o Customer journey maps

6.7.5.1 Widget configuration

When you create this widget, you configure the following options:

Option Mandatory Description

Name no

The name is displayed as the widget title.

If you don't provide a name while configuring this
widget, a name is set for you. In this case, the wid-
get type is used as the name.

Description no
The description is displayed as info text when users

click in the widget.

Diagram yes Type to search the process model you want to display in
the widget.

6.7.5.2 Open in SAP Signavio Process Manager editor

To open the diagram in SAP Signavio Process Manager, click Open in Editor.

6.7.5.3 Compare diagrams

The following applies:

o The widget always displays the latest revision of a diagram.

o In the investigation, a specific diagram revision is linked.

Compare with linked model

This option is displayed only when the same diagram is linked in the
widget and in the investigation.

o To open the diagram comparison in SAP Signavio Process Manager, click
Compare with linked model.
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The diagram is opened in SAP Signavio Process Manager in comparison
view. You can compare the latest diagram revision in the widget with the
model revision linked in the investigation.

Compare with previous revision

This option is displayed only when different models are linked in the
widget and in the investigation.

o To open the diagram comparison in SAP Signavio Process Manager, click
Compare with previous version.

The diagram is opened in SAP Signavio Process Manager in comparison
view. You can compare the diagram in the widget with the previous revision
of this diagram.

6.7.5.4 Zoom in and out the diagram

You have the following options:

Zoom in

Zoom out

Zoom to fit the process model to the widget size

6.7.5.5 Next steps

Comparing revisions

6.7.6 Distribution

This widget displays the distribution of duration attributes. You can see how much
time cases take to complete.

Example:
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6.7.6.1 Widget configuration

When you create this widget, you configure the following options:

Option Mandatory Description

Name no

The name is displayed as the widget title.

If you don't provide a name while configuring this
widget, a name is set for you. In this case, the wid-
get type is used as the name.

Description no
The description is displayed as info text when

users click in the widget.

Aggregation
input yes Select the data you want to display in the widget, for

example cycle time, events, or case attributes.

Group by no Select how to group the data, for example by case attrib-
utes.
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6.7.6.2 Drill down into data

Explore multidimensional data by navigating from one level down to a more
detailed one. For this, you don't need to configure a new widget.

To drill down into your data, click in the widget and select an option. The res-

ult set is opened as a new widget.

The following options are available:

o Break down by another attribute you select

o View over time

o View distribution

Which option is available depends on whether you have selected data in the wid-
get.

6.7.6.3 Add a threshold

You can add a threshold to define boundaries for different regions of acceptance.
You have the following options to set and visualize the threshold:

o Line

The threshold is displayed as a dashed line including the threshold value
and label:

Example

o 2 region

Different background colors for the upper and lower region are assigned:
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Example

o 3 regions

A second threshold can be set to define an upper and lower threshold. This
results in three regions: Above the upper threshold, below the lower
threshold, and between the thresholds.

Example

Follow these steps:

1. Click in the widget, then Threshold.

The threshold configuration dialog opens.

2. Select the threshold option of your choice.

3. Specify the threshold value for the week (--w), day (-d), hour (--h), and
minute (--m). If you like, add a label for the threshold.
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4. You can re-assign the three available background colors. To do so, click the
color bar and select the color of your choice. To swap the color assignment,
click Swap color order.

5. Confirm with Save.

The threshold is added according to your settings.

When you add thresholds to a widget, you can link it to a Live Insights shape in
SAP Signavio Process Manager. Read more in section Add Live Insights.

To remove a threshold, select None in the threshold configuration dialog.

6.7.6.4 Add a filter based on selected data

You can select one or multiple bars and use this selection to set a filter:

1. Select the data.

You can select a single bar or a range of bars.

2. Click in the widget and choose an option:

o Filter investigation

o Filter chapter

o Filter widget

3. Click Include selection.

The data is filtered.

6.7.6.5 Next steps

Filter process data

6.7.7 Over time

This widget displays activities in your process over time.

For example, you can see cycle time over days and weeks, the amount of cases
during a certain duration, or the volume of help requests.

Example:
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6.7.7.1 Widget configuration

When you create this widget, you configure the following options:
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Option Mandatory Description

Name no

The name is displayed as the widget title.

If you don't provide a name while configuring this
widget, a name is set for you. In this case, if con-
figured using metrics, the metric name is used for
the default name. For other configuration types, the
widget type is used as the default name.

Description no
The description is displayed as info text when users

click in the widget.

Widget type yes

Choose an option:

o Attribute

o SiGNAL code

o Metric

Read more in the sections below.

Configure with attributes

Configure the following:
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Option Mandatory Description

Aggregation
inputs yes

Set the following:

o Aggregation input, for example events or
case attributes

o Aggregation function:

o SUM

o COUNT

o AVG

o MIN

o MAX

Interval yes

Choose an option:

o Day

o Week

o Month

o Quarter

o Year

Group by no Choose how to group the data, for example by case
attributes.

Configure with a SiGNAL query

Configure the following:

Option Mandatory Description

SiGNAL
query yes Provide a SiGNAL query. A sample query is provided by

default.

Chart type yes

Select a chart type in the preview area.

Line chart is the default setting.

Read more in section Set chart type.
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Configure with metrics

Configure the following:

Option Mandatory Description

Metric yes Choose a metric.

Interval yes

Choose an option:

o Day

o Week

o Month

o Quarter

o Year

Group by no Choose how to group the data, for example by case attrib-
utes.

Chart type yes

Select a chart type in the preview area.

Line chart is the default setting.

Read more in section Set chart type.

Set chart type

Different chart types are available for SiGNAL- and metric-based widgets. Wid-
gets configured with attributes can only display line charts.

You can set the following chart types in the widget configuration dialog:

o Line chart

Values are displayed as a series of data points which are connected by
straight line segments.

Example:
A line chart for the average number of reworks per case, per month.

Ungrouped:
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Grouped by city:
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You can also create line charts with SiGNAL queries that don't
relate to time data. For example, you can render the amount of
sales cases in cities. Read more in section SiGNAL reference.

o Stacked area chart

A stacked area chart is a line chart where the areas between each line and
the line below are shaded with a color. When breaking down the values into
groups, the groups are vertically arranged on top of each other. Each group
has a different color.

The top line shows the sum of all groups. When hovering over the chart, tool-
tips show the specific data values for each group.

Example:
A stacked area chart for the average number of reworks per case, per
month.

Ungrouped:
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Grouped by city:

o Table

When you choose this chart type, the widget is turned into a
SiGNAL table widget. Then, you can't turn it back into an Over time
widget. Read more in section SiGNAL table.

The values are represented in a table.

Example:
A table for the average number of reworks per case, per month.

Ungrouped:
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Grouped by city:

6.7.7.2 Show or hide data groups

For data that is grouped multiple times, you can show or hide the groups in the
widget. To do so, click the groups in the chart legend.

Example:
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6.7.7.3 Drill down into data

Explore multidimensional data by navigating from one level down to a more
detailed one. For this, you don't need to configure a new widget.

o To break down the data, click in the widget. Select Breakdown by and

an attribute. A new widget opens.

6.7.7.4 Add a threshold

You can add a threshold to define boundaries for different regions of acceptance.
You have the following options to set and visualize the threshold:

o Line

The threshold is displayed as a dashed line including the threshold value
and label:

Example
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o 2 regions

Different background colors for the upper and lower region are assigned:

Example

o 3 regions

A second threshold can be set to define an upper and lower threshold. This
results in three regions: Above the upper threshold, below the lower
threshold, and between the thresholds.

Example

Follow these steps:

1. Click in the widget, then Threshold.

The threshold configuration dialog opens.

2. Select the threshold option of your choice.

3. Specify the value and a label for the threshold.
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4. You can re-assign the three available background colors. To do so, click the
color bar and select the color of your choice. To swap the color assignment,
click Swap color order.

5. Confirm with Save.

The threshold is added according to your settings.

When you add thresholds to a widget, you can link it to a Live Insights shape in
SAP Signavio Process Manager. Read more in section Add Live Insights.

To remove a threshold, select None in the threshold configuration dialog.

6.7.7.5 Add a filter based on selected data

You can select one data point or a range of data points and use this selection to
set a filter:

1. Select the data.

2. Click in the widget and choose an option:

o Filter investigation

o Filter chapter

o Filter widget

3. Click Include selection.

The data is filtered.

6.7.7.6 Export as CSV

The CSV export is available for widgets that are configured with metrics or a
SiGNAL query.

Follow this step:

o To export the widget data, click in the widget and select Export as

CSV.

The file is saved to your browser's download folder. The delimiter used is a
comma.
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Values for cycle time are always exported as milliseconds. If you need a different
time format, you need to convert the milliseconds outside of SAP Signavio Pro-
cess Intelligence.

6.7.7.7 Next steps

Filter process data

6.7.8 Process Conformance

Like the Variant Explorer widget, this widget displays the paths of process vari-
ants. However, it can only show one variant at a time.

Choose this widget in the following cases:

o If you also want to display hotspot activities.

o If you want to map each variant against the BPMN model of the process.

The BPMN model is always displayed, the paths or hotspots are displayed as
overlays. You explore the different variants with the panel on the right.

Example:

6.7.8.1 Widget configuration

Before you start, make sure that a BPMN model is linked to the investigation.
Read more in section Create an investigation.

When you create this widget, you configure the following options:
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Option Mandatory Description

Name no

The name is displayed as the widget title.

If you don't provide a name while configuring this
widget, a name is set for you. In this case, the wid-
get type is used as the name.

Description no
The description is displayed as info text when users

click in the widget.

6.7.8.2 View the variant path or hotspots

You can switch between path view and hotspot view.

Example:

The following options are available:

o Variant path: The average activity sequence of a variant is displayed.

o Variant paths are highlighted in red.

o The average duration between activities is always displayed.

o If an activity is executed many times, the different durations are dis-
played on top of each other. At the bottom is the duration of the first
execution. Above that is the duration for the second occurrence within
the same case, and so on.

Example:
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Shipping the goods happens twice. The first shipment lasts on aver-
age 2 days and 12 hours, the second 2 days.

o Hotspot: It's displayed how often activities of a process variant have been
executed.

o Hotspots are marked with a blue circle which contains the execution
frequency in total numbers and in percent.

o The circle size indicates the execution frequency.

Example:
For the selected variant, the following applies:

o 68 times goods were shipped using the standard shipping, which is
25 % of all activities.

o Receiving a t-shirt from printing occurs 34 times, which is 12.5 % of
all activities.

o Shipping goods with express was never executed.
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6.7.8.3 Explore the variants

You can explore each variant with the following options:

o Sort the variants by the following criteria:

o Number of cases

o Duration attribute

Select a duration attribute from the list.

o Cost attribute

Select a cost attribute from the list.

o Change the sort order with and

o Switch between total numbers and percentages with and

o View the path of each variant by selecting or deselecting the variants in the
panel on the right

6.7.8.4 Apply a variant filter

A variant filter narrows down data to the activities of one process variant.

To create a filter based on a process variant, follow this step:

o Select a variant and click Apply selection as filter to current chapter.

The filter applies to the chapter. If no chapter exists, the filter applies to the
investigation.
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Example:

This option is available besides the filter creation function in the widget menu,
read more in section Filter process data.

6.7.8.5 Zoom in and out the process model

You have the following options:

Zoom in

Zoom out

Zoom to fit the process model to the widget size

6.7.8.6 Next steps

Variant Explorer

6.7.9 Process Discovery

This widget creates a process model from the event log data. By default, the wid-
get displays the most common process paths.

A Process Discovery widget is added by default to any new investigation.

Example:
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6.7.9.1 Widget configuration

When you create this widget, you configure the following options:

Option Mandatory Description

Name no

The name is displayed as the widget title.

If you don't provide a name while configuring this
widget, a name is set for you. In this case, the wid-
get type is used as the name.

Description no
The description is displayed as info text when users

click in the widget.

6.7.9.2 Display occurrences and cycle times

You can display the number of occurrence and cycle times in the process model.

Example:
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The following options are available:

o Occurences: Display how often activities are executed.

o The line width indicates the amount of cases.

o The number on an activity indicates how often it was executed.

o The number on a connector indicates how often the related activities
have followed one another.

o Cycle time: Display how much time is between two activities or how long an
activity takes.

o The line width indicates the duration between activities.

o The number on a connector indicates the average duration between
two activities.

6.7.9.3 Set the number of activities and paths

You can set how many activities and paths are displayed with the sliders.

Example:

For example, if you set the activities to 100% the widget displays all activities of
all cases in your data set. When you reduce the number to 60%, the widget dis-
plays 60% of activities with the highest frequency.

6.7.9.4 Compare process discoveries

You can visually compare process paths by placing two Process Discovery wid-
gets next to each other.

Example:
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Follow these steps:

1. Open your investigation and find your widget.

2. Click in the widget and select Half-width.

The widget is resized.

3. Click in the widget and select Duplicate.

A half-width copy of the widget is added next to the original widget.

You can customize each widget individually.

With Full-width in the widget menu, you reset a Process Discovery widget to the
full page size.

6.7.9.5 Create an activity or a sequence filter

You can select one or more activities or a connector in the widget and create a fil-
ter from that selection.

Example:
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You can apply your filter to the widget, the chapter, or the investigation.

To create a filter from selected items, follow these steps:

1. In the widget, select the items you want to filter.

You can select a single activity, multiple activities, or a connector.

2. Click in the widget and select one of the following options:

o Filter widget: The filter applies only to the widget.

o Filter chapter: The filter applies to all widgets in the chapter.

o Filter investigation: The filter applies to all widgets in the invest-
igation.

The filter options menu opens.

3. Select the filter option.

What options are available depends on how much and which elements you
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have selected.

Your selection Filter options

One activity

selected

o Cases that contain the selected activity

o Cases that don't contain the selected activity

Multiple activ-

ities selected

o Cases that contain all of the selected activities

o Cases that contain none of the selected activities

One connector

selected

o Cases where the first related activity is directly fol-
lowed by the second related activity

o Cases where the first related activity isn't directly
followed by the second related activity

o Cases where the first related activity is eventually
followed by the second related activity

o Cases where the first related activity isn't even-
tually followed by the second related activity

The filter is applied.

This option is available besides the filter creation function in the widget menu,
read more in section Filter process data.

6.7.9.6 Zoom in and out the process model

You have the following options:

Zoom in

Zoom out

Zoom to fit the process model to the widget size

6.7.9.7 Next steps

Add widgets to an investigation
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6.7.10 Process Funnel

This widget displays the traffic through your process.

Example:

The following applies:

o The traffic patterns in your data are displayed as blue lines.

o The line width indicates how much traffic follows a particular pathway.

o Circles at the end of a line show where customers enter or leave the pro-
cess.

Example:

For the circles, the following applies:
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o A circle with a triangle indicates where traffic enters the process.

o A circle with a square indicates where traffic exits.

o Circles with numbers indicate where traffic outside of the main traffic pattern
enters and exits the process.

6.7.10.1 Widget configuration

Before you start, make sure that a BPMN model is linked to the investigation.
Read more in section Create an investigation.

When you create this widget, you configure the following options:

Option Mandatory Description

Name no

The name is displayed as the widget title.

If you don't provide a name while configuring this
widget, a name is set for you. In this case, the wid-
get type is used as the name.

Description no
The description is displayed as info text when users

click in the widget.

6.7.10.2 Set the number of variants

You can set how many variants are displayed with the Variants slider.

6.7.10.3 Zoom in and out the process model

You have the following options:

Zoom in

Zoom out

Zoom to fit the process model to the widget size

6.7.10.4 Next steps

Filter process data
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6.7.11 SiGNAL table

This widget displays the result of a SiGNAL query as a table.

Example:

6.7.11.1 Widget configuration

When you create this widget, you configure the following options:

Option Mandatory Description

Name no

The name is displayed as the widget title.

If you don't provide a name while configuring this
widget, a name is set for you. In this case, the wid-
get type is used as the name.

Description no
The description is displayed as info text when users

click in the widget.

SiGNAL
query yes

The widgets comes with an example query by
default.

You can customize the query as needed.
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6.7.11.2 Add a threshold

You can set a threshold for each column with numeric data.

Follow these steps:

1. To open the threshold configuration dialog, hover over of a column and click

.

2. Select the threshold option of your choice.

3. Specify the value and a label for the threshold.

4. You can re-assign the three available background colors. To do so, click the
color bar and select the color of your choice. To swap the color assignment,
click Swap color order.

5. Confirm with Save.

The threshold is added according to your settings.

Example
Table widget with a three regions threshold applied to the average number of
reworks per case:

To remove a threshold, select None in the threshold configuration dialog.

6.7.11.3 Export as CSV

Follow this step:
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o To export the widget data, click in the widget and select Export as

CSV.

The file is saved to your browser's download folder. The delimiter used is a
comma.

Values for cycle time are always exported as milliseconds. If you need a different
time format, you need to convert the milliseconds outside of SAP Signavio Pro-
cess Intelligence.

6.7.11.4 Next steps

SiGNAL reference

Filter process data

6.7.12 Spreadsheet

This widget displays a spreadsheet.

Example:
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6.7.12.1 Widget configuration

When you create this widget, you configure the following options:

Option Mandatory Description

Name no

The name is displayed as the widget title.

If you don't provide a name while configuring this
widget, a name is set for you. In this case, the wid-
get type is used as the name.

Description no
The description is displayed as info text when users

click in the widget.

6.7.12.2 Insert and format data

You can insert data into the spreadsheet.

For columns, rows, and cells, you can right-click to open the context menu. The
following options are available:

o Insert row above

o Insert row below

o Insert column left

o Insert column right

o Remove row

o Remove column

o Undo

o Redo

o Read only: Set or remove write protection for the selected data

o Alignment:

o Left

o Right

o Center

o Justify
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o Text formatting:

o Bold

o Italic

o Underline

o Strike

6.7.12.3 Calculate and count data

The following functions are available:

o SUM

o ADD

o COUNT

o MULTIPLY

6.7.13 Text

This widget supports the displaying and editing of rich text content in your invest-
igation.

6.7.13.1 Widget configuration

When you create this widget, you configure the following options:

Option Mandatory Description

Name no

The name is displayed as the widget title.

If you don't provide a name while configuring this
widget, a name is set for you. In this case, the wid-
get type is used as the name.

Description no
The description is displayed as info text when users

click in the widget.
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6.7.13.2 Insert text

Once the widget has been added to your investigation, you can insert text dir-
ectly. To do so, place the cursor into the widget and start typing or paste your
text.

6.7.13.3 Format text

To format text, select it. Then, you can apply the following formatting options:

o Make the font bold

o Make the font italic

o Insert a link

o Start a bullet list

o Start a numbered list

o Change the font size

o Set text in quotes

6.7.14 Value

This widget displays aggregated case data, for example the average purchase
value of a subset of the cases of a process.

Example:
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6.7.14.1 Widget configuration

When you create this widget, you configure the following options:

Option Mandatory Description

Name no

The name is displayed as the widget title.

If you don't provide a name while configuring this
widget, a name is set for you. In this case, if con-
figured using metrics, the metric name is used for
the default name. For other configuration types, the
widget type is used as the default name.

Description no
The description is displayed as info text when users

click in the widget.

Widget type yes

Choose an option:

o Attribute

o SiGNAL code

o Metric

Read more in the sections below.

Configure with attributes

Configure the following:
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Option Mandatory Description

Attribute
inputs yes

Set the following:

o Attribute, for example cycle time, events, vari-
ant, or case attributes

o Function:

o SUM

o COUNT

o AVG

o MIN

o MAX

Unit no

Choose an option:

o Currency

o Suffix

Read more in section Add a unit.

Configure with a SiGNAL query

Configure the following:

Option Mandatory Description

Unit no

Choose an option:

o Duration

o Currency

o Suffix

Read more in section Add a unit.

SiGNAL
query yes Provide a SiGNAL query. A sample query is provided by

default.
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Configure with metrics

Configure the following:

Option Mandatory Description

Metric yes Choose a metric.

Unit no

Choose an option:

o Duration

o Currency

o Suffix

Read more in section Add a unit.

Rounding no
No rounding is the default setting.

Read more in section Set decimal places.

6.7.14.2 Drill down into data

Explore multidimensional data by navigating from one level down to a more
detailed one. For this, you don't need to configure a new widget.

To drill down into your data, click in the widget and select an option. The res-

ult set is opened as a new widget.

The following options are available:

o Break down by another attribute you select

o View over time

o View distribution

6.7.14.3 Set decimal places

You can determine the number of decimal places to be displayed for the value
and assign an appropriate rounding procedure.

The following rounding procedures are available:

o No rounding

Displays the calculated value as it is.

o Round up
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Rounds the decimal place to the next higher value.

o Rounds down

Rounds the decimal place to the next lower value.

o Round to closest

Rounds values above or equal "5" to the next higher value.

Example
Unrounded value = 878,568211364
Round up Round down Round to closest

878,568211364 878,568211364 878,568211364

878,56821137 878,56821136 878,56821136

878,5682114 878,5682113 878,5682114

878,568212 878,568211 878,568211

878,56822 878,56821 878,56821

878,5683 878,5682 878,5682

878,569 878,568 878,568

878,57 878,56 878,57

878,6 878,5 878,6

879 878 879

Follow these steps:

1. In the widget configuration dialog, select the rounding option of your choice
from the drop-down list.

2. Click to decrease the decimal place of the value or to increase the

decimal place again.

3. Confirm with Save.

The value is displayed according to your settings.

6.7.14.4 Add a threshold

You can add a threshold to define boundaries for different regions of acceptance.
You have the following options to set and visualize the threshold:
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o 2 region

The threshold value is displayed above the calculated metric. The color of
the metric indicates whether the value is above or below the threshold:

Example
Metric (877) above threshold (850):

Metric (877) below threshold (880):

o 3 regions

The metric (877) is displayed as a green bar. A second bar below the metric
bar displays the regions above, between, and below the threshold value
according to the set colors. In addition, a goal (880) can be displayed by a
dashed line.

Example
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Follow these steps:

1. Click in the widget, then Threshold.

The threshold configuration dialog opens.

2. Select the threshold option of your choice.

3. Specify the value and a label for the threshold. If you like, add a goal, for
example to indicate a target value.

4. You can re-assign the three available background colors. To do so, click the
color bar and select the color of your choice. To swap the color assignment,
click Swap color order.

5. Confirm with Save.

The threshold is added according to your settings.

When you add thresholds to a widget, you can link it to a Live Insights shape in
SAP Signavio Process Manager. Read more in section Add Live Insights.

To remove a threshold, select None in the threshold configuration dialog.

6.7.14.5 Add a unit

You can add a unit to the value. By default, no unit is configured in the widget.

To add a unit, follow these steps:

1. Open the widget configuration dialog.

2. Select a unit type from the drop-down list Choose unit type:

o Duration: The duration in displayed.

The duration is only available for SiGNAL- and metric-based widgets.

o Currency: Choose a currency value from the drop-down list Currency.

o Suffix: Enter a custom unit in the field Suffix.

To add a space between the value and the unit, enter first the space
and then the unit.

3. Confirm with Save.

A unit can be set in widgets and in metrics. The following rules apply:
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o If a unit is neither set in the metric nor in the widget, no unit is displayed.

o If a unit is set in the metric, but not in the widget, the metric unit is displayed.

o If a unit is set in the widget, but not in the metric, the widget unit is dis-
played.

o If a unit is set in the metric and in the widget, the widget unit is displayed.

Read how to configure units in metrics in section Create a custom metric.

6.7.14.6 Next steps

Filter process data

6.7.15 Variable Importance – Relate

This widget is being discontinued. As of October 2022, this widget will
no longer be available.

Phase out schedule:

1. Until the end of June 2022, users can use the widget as usual.

2. From July to end of September 2022, existing widgets will remain
unchanged. But, users can't create new widgets of this type or
edit existing ones.

3. Starting October 2022, existing widgets will be removed from all
investigations.

As an alternative to the widget, you can already use the insights fea-
ture. When generating automated insights, the correlation of all case
level attributes with numerical values is calculated. The strongest cor-
relations are then displayed as insights. Read more in section Capture
or generate insights.

This widget displays which attributes relate to a selected target attribute.

Example:
The widget displays all attributes of the process that are most related to the tar-
get attribute City.
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The widget uses a decision tree based algorithm to determine the variable import-
ance.

This is a quick way to determine if there is a correlation between the selected
attribute or variable and other attributes in the event log. Scores are displayed as
relative importance, meaning they range from 0 to 1. Higher scores indicate a
stronger relative relationship.

While this doesn't always mean that there is a causal relationship, it can point you
towards possible relationships that can be investigated further.

6.7.15.1 Widget configuration

When you create this widget, you configure the following options:
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Option Mandatory Description

Name no

The name is displayed as the widget title.

If you don't provide a name while configuring this
widget, a name is set for you. In this case, the wid-
get type is used as the name.

Description no
The description is displayed as info text when users

click in the widget.

Target attrib-
ute yes Select the attribute for which you want to determine rela-

tions to other attributes.

6.7.15.2 Next steps

Filter process data

6.7.16 Variant Explorer

Like the Process Conformance widget, this widget displays the paths of process
variants. Unlike the Process Conformance widget, you can display one or several
variants at a time.

Choose this widget in the following cases:

o If you want to analyze whether activities conform with the BPMN process.

o If you want to export a BPMN process based on selected variants.

The variant paths are displayed on the left. You explore the different variants with
the panel on the right.

The process flows for selected variants are displayed on the left. You explore and
select different variants using the variant list on the right.

Example:
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6.7.16.1 Widget configuration

The widget can only display activity conformance if a BPMN model is linked to the
investigation. Read more in section Create an investigation.

When you create this widget, you configure the following options:

Option Mandatory Description

Name no

The name is displayed as the widget title.

If you don't provide a name while configuring this
widget, a name is set for you. In this case, the wid-
get type is used as the name.

Description no
The description is displayed as info text when

users click in the widget.

Conformance yes

Specify whether the conformance of activities is
displayed.

Without conformance is the default setting.

Read more in section Display conformance of
activities.

6.7.16.2 Display conformance of activities

You decide during widget creation whether to display the conformity of activities.
If yes, all activities are color-coded according to their conformance as follows:
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o turquoise: conforming activities

o lilac: non-conforming activities

Example:
Process variant with conforming and non-conforming activities

If no BPMN process is linked to the investigation and conformance is enabled, all
activities are colored as non-conforming.

6.7.16.3 Display occurrences and cycle times

You can display occurrences and cycle times in the process flow.

Example:

To control what is represented by the thickness of the paths within the process
flow, the following options are available:
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o Process flow without occurrences or cycle time

o Occurrences

o Cycle time

6.7.16.4 Explore the variants

You can explore the variants with the following options:

o Choose the value to display for each variant:

o Number of cases

o Attribute

Select an attribute from the list.

o Metric

Select a metric. By default, all metrics defined for a process that cal-
culate an aggregated value over a group of cases are available. Read
more on the set up of metrics in section Work with metrics.

o Change the sort order with and in the column header

o Switch between total numbers and percentages with and

o View the path of one or more variants by selecting or deselecting the vari-
ants in the panel on the right

o View the amount of cases and the duration by clicking an activity or a line
between activities

6.7.16.5 Export variants as a BPMNmodel

Follow these steps:

1. Select one or more variants in the panel on the right.

2. Click Generate BPMN.
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The SAP Signavio Process Manager editor opens with the process model of
the variant.

3. You can name the process model, apply changes if required, and save the
process model.

Read more in section Move and change elements.

6.7.16.6 Apply a variant filter

A variant filter narrows down data to the activities of one or more process vari-
ants.

To create a filter based on process variants, follow this step:

o Select one or more variants and click Apply selection as filter to cur-

rent chapter.

The filter applies to the chapter. If no chapter exists, the filter applies to the
investigation.

Example:

This option is available besides the filter creation function in the widget menu,
read more in section Filter process data.

6.7.16.7 Zoom in and out the process model

You have the following options:
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Zoom in

Zoom out

Zoom to fit the process model to the widget size

6.7.16.8 Next steps

Process Conformance
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7 The SAP Signavio Process Intelligence
app for Salesforce
The SAP Signavio Process Intelligence app allows Salesforce users to view
investigations on Lead & Opportunity Management processes in Salesforce just
like in the SAP Signavio Process Intelligence SaaS platform itself.

7.1 Set up the app

This section is for administrators of the SAP Signavio Process Intelligence app in
Salesforce. It explains how to configure the SAP Signavio Process Intelligence
app for Salesforce, enable it for users, and manage app access permissions.

In this section, we differentiate between the following applications:

o the SAP Signavio Process Intelligence SaaS platform
o the SAP Signavio Process Intelligence app
o the Salesforce CRM platform

7.1.1 Installation Notes

Before you can download the app from AppExchange, we must activate the app
for you. To have that done, contact your SAP Signavio account executive.

For app installation in Salesforce, you must choose Install for Admins Only. This
prevents all users from changing the app settings.

The installation may take some time.

Read more in the Salesforce documentation.

7.1.2 Integration and Configuration

Before you start, make sure that the following requirements are met:

o You have a SAP Signavio account with administrative rights for your work-
space and a license for SAP Signavio Process Intelligence.
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o You know in which region your workspace is hosted. If not, check the URL of
your SAP Signavio workspace to find it out:

o For Europe, the URL is editor.signavio.com.
o For Australia and Asia, the URL is app-au.signavio.com.
o For USA, the URL is app-us.signavio.com.

o In Salesforce, you have activated the Enhanced Profile User Interface for
your organization to set up the app correctly.

o In Salesforce, you've configured a custom sub domain to all of your users in
the MyDomain Settings.

Integration and configuration of both applications requires the following steps:

1. Integrate the app with Salesforce

2. Set up the app in Salesforce

3. Extract and transform Salesforce data

4. Activate the app for users in Salesforce

5. Enable access to the process in SAP Signavio

6. Set up investigations

The details for each step are described below.

7.1.2.1 Integrate the app with Salesforce

To activate the app, you must create an access token in the SAP Signavio Pro-
cess Intelligence SaaS platform and save it in the SAP Signavio Process Intel-
ligence app settings in Salesforce. In addition, you must save the process ID, the
tenant ID, and the region in the app settings.

To create an access token in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence and get the
required data, follow these steps:

1. Log in to your workspace. SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub opens.

2. In the sidebar, click Investigations > Open SAP Signavio Process Intel-

ligence. SAP Signavio Process Intelligence opens.

3. Create a process without uploading data. The app will later upload the

Salesforce data to your process.

4. In the investigation overview, open Process settings.

5. In the sidebar, select API.
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6. Create an access token by clicking New token. Here, you also find the pro-

cess ID and the tenant ID, which is the ID of your workspace. You must

paste these details later into the Salesforce app settings.

7. Switch to Salesforce.

To save the access token, the process ID, and the tenant ID in the SAP Signavio
Process Intelligence app settings, follow these steps:

1. Open the SAP Signavio Process Intelligence app and select the tab Set-

tings.

2. Paste the data into the respective fields and select the region in which your

SAP Signavio workspace is hosted.

3. Save your changes.

If you need to renew the access token, you must save it again in the settings of
the SAP Signavio Process Intelligence app and repeat data extraction and trans-
formation, which is described below.

7.1.2.2 Set up the app in Salesforce

Now, you must enable the SAP Signavio Process Intelligence app and its settings
app for the Salesforce administrator. For the settings app, you also must con-
figure the permitted users policy.

Follow these steps:

1. In Salesforce, open the setup.

2. In the navigation panel, click Users > Profiles and select the profile System

Administrator.

3. Under Apps, select Assigned Connected Apps > Edit and move the apps
that match the region hosting your SAP Signavio workspace to Enabled
Connected Apps.
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Region App

Europe
Signavio_PI_Connected_App_EU

Signavio_PI_Connected_App_EU_Settings

Australia and Asia
Signavio_PI_Connected_App_AU

Signavio_PI_Connected_App_AU_Settings

USA
Signavio_PI_Connected_App_US

Signavio_PI_Connected_App_US_Settings

4. Save your changes.

5. From Setup, enter Connected Apps in the Quick Find box and select Manage

Connected Apps.

6. Only for the settings app, for example Signavio_PI_Connected_App_EU_

Settings, click Edit.

7. Under OAuth policies, click the Permitted Users drop-down list and select
Admin approved users are pre-authorized.

You should see the following message:

Enabling this option will result in all users currently using this app being denied access.
Please reference the Connected Apps OAuth Usage Report if you are unsure who is using
the app.

8. Confirm with OK and save your changes.

7.1.2.3 Extract and transform Salesforce data

Now, you must set up the SAP Signavio Process Intelligence app to extract and
transform Salesforce data.

Follow these steps:

1. In Salesforce, open the SAP Signavio Process Intelligence app and select

the tab Settings.

2. To start data extraction and transformation, click Activate. This starts the ini-
tial extraction of your Salesforce data, which might take some time. A daily
scheduled delta extraction is also automatically activated.
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The SAP Signavio Process Intelligence app won't be able to
extract Salesforce data in case of the following events:

o The Salesforce administrator password is reset.
o The access token in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence is
reset without saving the new token to the app settings.

o The access token in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence is
invalidated.

This doesn't cause any error in the app but leaves the data out-
dated.

3. Switch to SAP Signavio Process Intelligence and wait for the data to be

uploaded to your process. To do so, navigate to the settings of your process

and check the Data tab. When data is visible, the export is complete.

4. Test whether data extraction and transformation succeeded. To do so, go to

the SAP Signavio Process Intelligence SaaS platform, create a new invest-

igation for the process, and check whether widget data is reasonable.

7.1.2.4 Activate the app for users in Salesforce

Once Salesforce data is extracted and available to the app, you must activate the
app for Salesforce users.

Follow these steps:

1. In Salesforce, open the setup.

2. In the navigation panel, click Users > Profiles and select the user profile,

for which you want to enable the app. As an example, we use the profile

Standard User here.

3. Under Apps, select Assigned Connected Apps > Edit and move the app
that matches the region hosting your SAP Signavio workspace to Enabled
Connected Apps.
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Region App

Europe Signavio_PI_Connected_App_EU

Australia and Asia Signavio_PI_Connected_App_AU

USA Signavio_PI_Connected_App_US

4. Save your changes.

5. Under Apps, select Object Settings > SAP Signavio Process Intelligence

> Edit and set the tab settings to Default On.

6. Save your changes.

7. Under Apps, select Apex Class Access > Edit and enable access by activ-

ating the class SignavioPkg.SignavioUserCanvasLifecycleHandler.

8. Save your changes.

9. Under Apps, select Assigned Apps > Edit and make the app Signavio (Sig-

navioPkg__Signavio_PI) visible.

10. Save your changes.

The SAP Signavio Process Intelligence app is now fully set up. If investigations
are available, Salesforce users assigned to the Standard User profile can see
them in the app.

7.1.2.5 Enable access to the process in SAP Signavio

The Salesforce users who should use the SAP Signavio Process Intelligence app
also need access to the process in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence. The
access rights management in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence allows you to
choose between different roles.

We recommend to provide users who should only view investigations
with the consumer role and users who should create and edit invest-
igations with the analyst or manager role.

If SSO is enabled for your workspace, you grant access to the user groups using
single sign-on according to the users' responsibilities. This is done in the process
settings in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence.
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If your workspace is not using SSO, you must provide every Salesforce user
meant to use the SAP Signavio Process Intelligence app with a SAP Signavio
account including a license for SAP Signavio Process Intelligence. To do so, you
invite each user to the workspace via the user management in SAP Signavio Pro-
cess Manager. Here, you can decide whether to manage the users individually or
via a user group. Once the user accounts exist, you must also grant access to the
process in SAP Signavio Process Intelligence.

Read more in section Roles and user management.

7.1.2.6 Set up investigations

Set up one ore more investigations for the process. Read more in section Ana-
lyze process data.

If you want to delegate the creation of investigations in SAP Signavio Process
Intelligence, make sure that you provide the users with the manager or analyst
role for the process.

7.1.3 Next steps

Add widgets to an investigation

Define access to process data with data views

7.2 Use the app in Salesforce

This section is for Salesforce users who want to access and use the SAP Sig-
navio Process Intelligence app in Salesforce.

Once set up in Salesforce and connected to a SAP Signavio workspace, the SAP
Signavio Process Intelligence app extracts data on a daily basis.

Before you can launch the app, a Salesforce administrator must have enabled the
app for you. Otherwise, the app is not visible in Salesforce.

To access the app, you select the SAP Signavio from the App Launcher in Sales-
force and log in. If necessary, the app shows which credentials you need to enter.

You may have to create a SAP Signavio account. To do so, use the invitation link
your administrator has sent via email.

In the app, you can view the investigations and navigate through the data.
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To be able to edit an investigation, your administrator must grant you the analyst
or manager role for the process in the SAP Signavio Process Intelligence SaaS
platform.

Read more about widgets in investigations in section Visualize data in widgets.
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